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SUMAEjY
A method has heen developed to estimate the amount of* inter- 
modulation distortion which may result in a bread-hand, low-noise^ 
nondegenerate parametric amplifier handling multiple f-m carriers in 
the presence of a comparatively strong interfering source, e.g. the 
leakage arising from the transmitter in a communication satellite 
earth station. In Chapter 2 the distortion due to nonlinearity of the 
charge-voltage relationship of the varactor is calculated. The modula­
tion index of the f-m carriers is derived from C.C.I.R. recommendations 
based on Holbrook and Dixon’s load rating theory. A formal analysis 
of the gain-bandwidth theory of the parametric amplifier is included. 
Chapter 3 deals with the distortion due to nonlinear phase-frequency 
relationship of the parametric amplifier. A differential equation 
approach is made to re-examine Van Der Pol’s quasi-stationary approxi­
mation in a varactor diode type network. The group delay character­
istics of the amplifier have been calculated, the results are verified 
by experiments on a practical amplifier and the crosstalk and harmonic 
powers interfering the baseband telephone channels (composite audio 
signals from different talkers) are calculated. Chapter 4 deals with 
the distortion due to A*M.-P.M. conversion effect in the parametric 
amplifier which arises from the finite gain slope in the amplifier 
passband. The A.M.-P.M. conversion coefficient is experimentally 
determined by a precision phase-bridge and the cross modulation ratios 
are calculated for different input carrier levels using the measured 
A.M.-P.M. transfer coefficient.
-3-
In Chapter 5 the experiments on the multi-carrier behaviour of
the amplifier are described. A two-carrier I.F, method is utilized
to verify the theoretical prediction of the s.h.f. cross-product
levels as described in Chapter 2. Eight c.w. carriers and a strong
transmitter leakage signal are introduced into the amplifier and ^ the
intermodulation products falling within the band 3 to 5 GH are alsoz
examined and the conclusions arrived at.
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1* im h o b u ction
For a future sateliito conmunication system it seems likely that 
the bandwidth of the eartl>-station receiver' will be of the order of 
500 MHz in the frequency hand centred around 4,000 MHzc It may well 
be that the frequency spectrum allocated for the earth-8tation 
receiver will be split into two sctuf,- channels each handling a number 
of frequency-modulated carriers from a multiple access synchronous 
satellite®
Clearly, from the economical and operational point of view it will.
be advantageous tc- accommodate the entire receiving frequency spectrum cr
at least one of the channels referred to above in a common low-noise
first stage amplifier, At present the majority of the earth-station
receivers in existence employ helium-cooled travelling wave masers having
a 3 d3 bandwidth of some 25-50 MHz., future use of masers .is. likely to
be restricted by the difficulties of achieving bandwidths exceeding
100 MHz in practical amplifiers * On the other hand the theoretical gain-
2
bandwidth product of a single-diode nondegenerate parametric amplifier
looks promising0 Experimental evidence suggests that the theoretically
3
predicted gain-ban.dvd.dth product can be approached in practice when 
allowance is made for the practical limitations imposed by the actual 
fabrication of the rmiplifier. Furthermore, it is possible to reduce the 
noise temperature of a nondegenerate parametric amplifier by cooling the 
diode and its associated components including the circulator to the boil­
ing point of liquid helium,, It has been demonstrated that an overall 
noise temperature of less than 20°K can be obtained with an experimental 
narrow-band nondegenerate helium-cooled parametric amplifier. To achieve 
this order of bandwidth it is recommended to use two 15 dB or three 10 dB
; -*
stages in cascade and cool the cascaded amplifier assembly in the 
same cryos tat„
The gain-bandwidth theory of broad-hand parametric amplifiers is 
well-known, however, the signal impairments caused in the process cf 
amplifying a number of carriers in the presence of a strong interfering 
source have not yet been analysed. The purpose of this thesis is to 
examine the intsrmodulation products due to frequency miring in the 
varactor diode and the inherent phase-distortion due to the reactive 
networks associated with the amplifier and the unwanted cross-products 
due to conversion arising out of the finite gain slope in the
amplifier passband®
The following chapters dead, with the individual cases referred to 
above® Experiments have been carried cut to verify the calculated group 
delay characteristics of the amplifier and the JUfU-P.M, transfer 
coefficient is determined by a precision phase bridge® Chapter 5 deals 
exclusively with the experimental aspects of the multi-carrier 
performance of the amplifier®
o—’(J*0
2© 1 i.Qtemodula.tlon Distortion due to Varactor Non~lineg.ri.tj.
diode parametric amplifier the non-lnnearity arises
from the capacitance/voltage relationship* The functional relationship
is inverse cubic for a linearly graded diode and inverse quadratic for
an abrupt junction diode* for commercially available diodes the junctions
additional noise that may arise due to the intermixing of all the input 
frequencies9 namely a number of carrier signals, an unwanted interfering 
signal and the pump signal can not, however, be estimated by the linear­
ized approximation, in order to estimate the additional noise referred
relationship of the varactor must be considered.
Theoretically speaking, infinite frequency components will be 
generated when higher order terms are taken into consideration* However, 
we shall confine our attention to the unwanted components failing upon 
the operating pass band of the amplifier and thereby appear as a source of 
cross-product noise* This chapter deals analytically with the generation 
of unwanted s*h*f* cross-product noise in a broadband nondegenerate para­
metric amplifier,
2*2 Mathematical.. Model, of a Varactor Diode
The charge/voltage relationship of a varactor diode can be 
represented by the following expression,
are approximately linearly graded. The ©nii theory of paramet
amplifier is based upon small signal ap;
istic are ignored for the calculation of the gain-bandwidth and 
The approximation is fair as far as the gain--'bandwidth is concerned; the
to above, the terms higher than the linear terra of the charge/voltage
0 )
where Q is fche total charge stored in the p-n function capacitance of
i "* j
the varactor diode and 1 ] Q(V) I is an analytic- function within the useful 
domain of the charge/voltage characteristic of the varactor diode,, e.g.
~>1Y to IV region for a practical device, If the charge equilibrium in 
the reverse biased p-n junction of the varactor is disturbed by super­
imposing a number of carrier signals, a comparatively strong r0f« pump
voltage of amplitude V (peak) at an angular frequency 01 , and an inter-
A N
fering voltage of amplitude (peak) at an angular frequency due to 
the transmitter leakage, the charge distribution across the varactor diode 
junction will be modified,. This modification can be expressed by the 
Taylor*s series expansion.
aq(v ) . a2q(v.) ' * .d3Q(v.) x
Q(v) = o(V ) + — (y ) + JL (•/ i'y )5
J o ' dV K s '  21 dy2 V-3J ^ " V
dnQ(v )1 ^  V  (xr yn
+ ........+ nf    vc
where
Vq represents the bias voltage^
Y" represents the sum of the voltages due to m input carriers, the
pump supply and an unwanted transmitter leakage. In the small-
signal analysis where a single carrier is considered and
V »  V. equation (2) is approximated to 
P '
r dQ(v )
S’lLQ(T)j “ .Q(vp) + — (v_| )   (3)
A A
If V = V cos it) t and V -  Y, cos w t then the total current p p p 1 i . 1
through the varactor v/ill be
-1 o-
—" t in
dQ(V ) i A dQ(V ) r >y  . d v p- ! e + o j.
" ‘““at’-* *' at t ° ay \ ' 2™~~ “ { «?•»«>• ( 4*)
L  _J
dq(V )
Sfaice rJ—- has the dimension of capacitance end is also time varying
it may he expanded as a Fourier* Seriesf
oi(Vr) f Ow t -jo, t
^  = G(t) « C0 + CQ a U  - -i- q p j (5)
where Cq is the static junction capacitance and a is the Fourier 
coefficient* 'The contribution in (5) due to higher order harmenxk oi 
the pump supply has been ignored and the first term of (4.) is of no 
significance for our discussion*
A / j,t -,jwt\
b = i  Vo P U ' - e j
A I j(‘J + &>. )t -j(w + <■’). )t
+ j a 0 V. (d + <0,,-! ] e 1 - e P 1/ f i "i n i ' *-P
j A , s 1 5(“p " V *  “ V *  \
1 2 “ °o M “j ■ “i d  e " e ’
  (6)
From equation (6) -it will he observed that the current through the 
varactor flows at the signal frequency, first order sum frequency and 
first order difference frequency only. Similarly, in the case of 
multiple input carriers the current through the varactor will contain 
components at the fundamental frequencies of the individual carriers and 
the first order upper and lower sidebands only. To estimate the contri-* 
buttons from the harmonics of the individual carriers and higher order 
sum and difference frequencies (intermodulation terms) the small signal 
approximation referred to above needs further expansion and this is
achieved by considering the higher order terms in the scries written in 
equation (2) where the series is expanded with reference to a fixed bias 
voltage and the punp voltage is considered as a signal and hence no limits 
tion is imposed on the signal amplitude, The greater the number of terms 
in equation (2) taken into consideration the more precise will be the 
answer but in a multiple-carrier f-m system the computational procedure 
will become extremely lengthy even for a modern digital computer if the 
series is extended beyond the cubic term, Therefore the series will be 
bounded and expressed as a cubic polynomial?
TS- iQ(v) 3 * G(vo) + (V3)2 + k  (Vs)3   (7)
where Y^  ? Tp and Y^ are the first? second and third order differential 
coefficients of the charge/voltage characteristic of the varactor 
respectively and
A A _JL f
Vs = vp 003 “pt+1iT oos BTt+) As | s i n  J /  (°s+0swvs 003 ^
fer L
thk  is the amplitude of the s f-m carrier,Q  X ?
0 is the modulation index in the s  ^ carrier?
th
w is the angular carrier frequency of the s carrier?
KJ
"fell^ is the maximum baseband frequency in the s " carrier.
The expression within the square bracket in equation (8) when 
expanded will represent the infinite frequency spectrum of an f-m wave.
In practice the amplitudes of the higher order sideband frequencies will 
fall off rapidly depending on the value of the modulation index and
hence the information content of the higher order sidebands will be 
negligible. However? the significant order of the sideband cannot be 
predicted unless 9 is evaluated. This will be dealt with later on,
3
The p-n junction voltage/capacitance relationship of a varactor diode 
is given by the following expression
c.(o)
C..(v) =u ( . V \  Vn
1 ~ y }
\ l/) *\ tJ t
. (9)
where C.(o) is the zero-volt static function oapacitance,
J
V is the applied bias voltage.,
0 is the contact potential and is dependent on the semiconductor 
material,
n is dependent on the diode fabrications 
3?or a typical diode n is 2,7 and 0 is unity,
dQSince C = , it follows thatdV '
V
Q(V) = f  C . ( v ) d V  =
r^G.(O)
n-1
n-1.
V \ n [ (10)
J
and ths constant of integration is so chosen that Q(0) = 0. Equation (10)
can be differentiated successively to evaluate and y^, Xj can be
obtained from equation (9) relative to a fixed bias point* As the
varactor operating point shifts along the chosen region of operation, the
coefficients referred to above must be determined for dynamic condition.
The values of the differential coefficients are computed by the method cf 
7
least squares .
Let f(Y) = a + bV + cV2 + dV5 0 0
be a cubic approximation to the function Q(v)» The best fit at a set of 
points on the curve of Q(V) versus V is obtained by minimizing the function
$ (a,b,o,d) = ^f(V. )-Q(V. )h j V. ranging from -1V to 1V (12)
x i. *L 1 1
where the coefficients a? a,. b.; c and d are solved by equating
3 a
o oiJ
3b
r  If, ■b ah 0,
3t
3d
ind the equations to be solved are;
X  ” Q(v j
= 0
/ if(v.) - e(v ) [v, = o
v. J- -L J J.
;• |f(v.) - q(v .) }v,a = o .
** (i3)
j- ) X/ I
h  jf(Vj - Q(V ) } V 3 - 0
f. I -u .> -L
wbi.ch reduces to
Tr o
a V V. -tb > V.+o / V. +d / V. 
i ZL. 'a 4—  i 4—  a
i *1 i
4i.‘ Q(q)
a ''b V.+b > V.2+o > V.3+ d )  V.2* = /  V.Q(V.)/ x / a / x x—  x Z*, x '- x7CX— ^ ■* ‘I* -v
■$ X1
(14.)
:i.
a > V. ~+b > Y . b  YT+d;> V.5 = 3 v. 2q(v . )
4 W  1  Z -  X  Z-*. X X  Z _  x ^  x'
x
„ \  Tf -5 . -U X;
a- y  i Z.
X
V. ;f+c / VZ+d > 
i x
V.6 = v> V.30(V. )
x  Z -  i  3/
The coefficients a5 b? o and d can be solved from four independent equa­
tions as shown in (14-)* For the particular diode used equation (1 h) has 
been computed within the range -1V to 1V at an interval of 0,2Y and a 
good approximation to the function Q(v) was found to be
Q(v)  ^| -0,0253 + 0,9303V + 0.347W 2 + 0,2852V3 ] Cpo) 5 f(V) (15)
For optimum gain-oandwidth product it is desirable to operate the varactor
at zero volt bias (for CY bias maximum value of ^  can be achiev r? 
without drawing significant diode current, e*g0 1 uA) then @
Gj(0) .............. (17)
—14““
7 * (0 + VE) .......................  (16)
The computed values of the coefficients derived by the least square 
method are:
a = -0,0238 -
b = 0,9303
o = 0,3477
d = 0.2852
Substituting the appropriate values of the coefficients from equation 
O?) j equation (7) becomes
{ 0.6954 V? 1.7112 V^]
F [Q(V) ] = > -0,0258 + 0fc9503 V„ + ~ h ,v C i 0)
I O C.l 5o 0
t  J
........... (18)
2*3 Determination of the Modulation Parameters
For the present analysis a hypothetical system has been assumed with 
the following characteristics: 8 carriers spaced 25 MHz apart, each :
4.
Carrier with a bandwidth-allocation of - 7®5 MEiz, corresponding to 240 
telephone channels on each carrier. The parametric amplifier used for 
the first stage of the receiver would have a pump frequency of about 
34 GHz typical for such an amplifier. It is also assumed that 100 m¥ 
of power ab 6.4 GHz will leak into amplifier from a high power transmitter 
(i.e. a transmitter power of 10 3daT and a &i]jlsxer discrimination of 
50 dB).
The s.h.f. input frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 1 and the base­
band frequency allocation of the telephone channels is shown in Fig, 2.
In a frequency division mul tipi ex-frequency modulation (FDM/FIvl) 
system, the choice of the modulation index (peak test tone deviation/ 
maximum frequency in the baseband) is a critical design parameter for
* h w  qy a N v a - a y v n 9  
zhw s l + HiaiMdNva jh ^ r < r -
2 40  TELEPHONE CHANNELS
1 s t  SE CONDARY 2 n d  SECONDARY 3 r d  SECONDARY 4 t h  SECONDARY
G R O U P  GROUP G R O U P  G R O U P
12 6 0  3 0 0  312 5 5 2  5 6 4  8 0 4  812 1,052 1,060
iKfXlXflXflKi iWlXlXflK^lXi
B A S I C  BASI C  S E C O N D A R Y
PR I M A R Y  G R O U P
GROUP
A
[<K
R EP RE SE NT S A 12 CHA NNEL PRIMARY GROUP,  WHEREIN  TH E E F F E C T I V E  CARRIERS ARE SPACED  
4 k H z  APART AND  IN W H I C H  T H E  V O I C E  FR EQ U E N C I E S  ARE IN T H E  R I G H T  ORDER IN T H E  V A R I O U S  
TEL EP HO NE  CHANNELS.
RE PR ESE NT S A 12 CHANNEL PR IM ARY  G R O U P .  W H E R E I N  THE E F F E C T I V E  C A R R I E R S  ARE SPACED  
4 k H z  AP ART AND IN W H I C H  T H E  VO I CE F R E Q U E N C I E S  ARE IN T H E R E V E R S E  ORDER IN THE 
VA RI OU S T E L E P H O N E  CHA N NE L S.
NOTE "  A SP EEC H CHA NNE L I S  C ON T A I N E D  IN T H E B A N D  3 0 0 - 3 ,  4 0 0  Hz  A N D  A PR IMA RY GROUP,  OR
S I M P L Y  A GROUP,  I S  MADE UP OF TW E L V E  S I N G L E - S I D E  BAND C H A N N E L S  SPA CED 4 k H z  APART  
AND PLAC ED  SIDE BY SIDE SO AS TO OCCUPY 4 8  k H z  WIDE.  T H E  B A S I C  GR O U P  E X T E N D S  FROM 
1 2 - 6 0  k H z .  A SECONDARY GROUP,  OR S U PE RG RO UP ,  I S  MADE UP OF F I V E  G R O U P S  OF TWELVE  
CHA NNE LS  E A CH  C O V E R I N G  A BAND OF 2 4 0  k H z .  FOUR SUCH SU PERGROUPS ARE ADDED IN THE 
ABOVE PLA N TO FORM A 2 4 0  CH AN NE L T E L E P H O N E  S Y S T E M .
F IG .2. BASEBAND FRECtUENCY ALLOCATION F O R A  2 4 0  C HANNEL
TELEPHONE S Y S T E M .
h 7-
the system* This is an z.nt or^dopcndent system design parameter affecting 
the overall system performance, It is closely linked with
(a) the traffic capacity
(b) the r,f» bandwidth assigned to each carrier
(o) the overall receiving system carrier-to~noise ratio,.
It is necessary to make some assumptions about the traffic character­
istics * based upon measurements of actual traffic. Empirical relation-
5ships were derived by Holbrook and Dixon’ , a comparison of a single
channel and a 12 channel talker*s waveform is shown in fig, 3* It is
preferable for this investigation to refer to the C,C,IoIL recommendation^.
Here it is assumed that during the busy hour the multiplex signal can be
represented by a uniform-speetrum signal, the mean power absolute level
of which, at a point of zero relative level is equal to (-15 + lo&l0N)
dBm for 240 channels or more, and (-1 + 4- log^N) dim for 12-239 channels,
where N is the total number of telephone channels, A load rating curve
based on Holbrook and Dixon together with C.C.I.K. recommendations are
shown for comparison in Fig, k-°
The frequency deviation of the modulated carrier is proportional to
the modulating voltage and it is usual to refer this voltage to a standard
1000 Ez test tons of 1 nif level in 600 ohms (0 fiBmO) in a telephone channel,
For the example considered where N =240 the aggregate power level is
therefore 8,8 dBmO (i.,e, 3*8 dB above test tone level), Hence the r,ma3,
8 8deviation of the aggregate signal (uf) is antilog *7Tq* x test tone 
deviation (S f ) i,e, 2.7^ 5f,
* C.C.I.R. recommendation 393* Geneva 19&3> Note 8,
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Ecr a 2’fO channel system the maximum frequency in the baseband ( )  
is 1 ,C52 Mli2® According to Carson's rule** the required c4h a s bandwidth 
per carrier is given by
 .....   (19)m  = 2 (3.1 a? + f r)
V o
where Af is the r ^ S o  value of the carrier deviation,
f is maximum frequency in the baseband, vs a
3*1 is a crest factor (ice. quasi-peak to rPm„s» voltage ratio). 
Af = 2,76 8£ and BW = 15 MHz
Therefore §f « 0*76 MHz (rPnuss) = 0«7^v2 = 1,08 MHz (peak)
Hence the modulation index in the highest frequency telephone channel 
Q is given by:
1o0o
A  <s«n>nie£st 'I
e s " 1o052 ~ 1 
Table I summarises the above calculations.
Table I - SYSTEM PARAMETERS
No, of telephone channels per carrier (h) 
s„hcf, bandwidth per cairier (EW)
*"~2lMaximum baseband frequency in the s ' ' carrier (f )vs
Peak deviation of the composite signal (3*1 Af) 
r,m»30 test-tone deviation Sf (r„m,s«)
Peak test-tone deviation of (peak)
**~xlModulation index for the s JA carrier
24-0 
15 MHz 
1o052 MHz 
6,5 MHz 
0o?6 MHz 
1,08 MHz 
1 approx.
(20)
2,4 Cain-Bandwidth Theory of the Parametric Amplifier
A generalized theoretical model of a varactor diode type parametric 
amplifier is shown in Pig* 5 where the diode is enclosed inside a four- 
terminal network whose gain function is defined by G(m ) = E [z(w)] „
* *  J. R. Carson, Unpublished Memo, 28,8,1939*
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P. is the varactor spreadlag resistance and ! and P. are the source and 
s g
load impedance respectively* The gain function is dependent on the 
negative resistance R and for a circulator type of amplifier is simply 
the square of the voltage reflection coefficient, 
from the definition of the transducer gain
p (*)\ _ fewer._dissipatad in the load Impedance at w
~ Maximum power available at & y
P0(,o)
O
4 k
s
p  ( « )
o
0  ( R  + R  - E ) '  
[ i ( m ) ] 2  — §  J L
(21)
A S £
Therefore the power available in the output load impedance at an angula]?
[l(<d)]2 rs2 , G(<u)
frequency* cj* is equal to —— ; (R ■* R for high gain),q.ct g
g
The formal ..amlysls adopted to derive G-(&) is based upon cascaded
transmission matrix theory and is described below*
In order to achieve a bandwidth in excess of 100 MHz the single-’-
tuned parametric amplifier is not suitable. The bandwidth referred to
above can? however# be achieved by using compensatory reactive networks
in the signal circuit. The functional relationship for the gain-
bandwidth product for the reactive compensated type of parametric 
%
amplifier can be written as
/
(  ‘^'n ^ = f ( &  s / ^ • • • f n ••••••••■ (22)
V g ^ /  \ 0Ji /
where g = power gain of the amp3.ifier.
n - number of filter elements (excluding the diode circuit) 
B = fractional bandwidth
->23“*
a ~ —
0.(0/ («0;V)
2 | cf°> + cj(“1Y) j
ay = (ay ~ at), idler angular frequency 
a r *
o, ~ angular centre frequency of the signal passband*
for the purpose .of analysis let us consider the simplified two- 
frequency network, representation of a wideband parametric amplifier as
shown in fig, (6), where AZ AZb « *> e a o AZn are the open circuit
impedance determinants of the sub—networks comprising the broadband 
matching filter assembly.
i z „ y b  zq22("i)
’ Zi12^Jd  = Zi21^b (23)
and
V.x
v j
Zi12^^
1^21 (^ 1) 2i22^1'
I
i
i_
(24)
V, „ 1. and V., I. are the voltages and currents into the and out. of the 
if x j* j &
ith filter element respectively,.
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Pquation (27+) can be .rearranged In the following fora
"U11 ^ 1 Ai12^ 'J 1 ^ V.3
Ai1 2  ^*  Ai ):l2'
Ai2i ^  Ai22^1^ I? S 0 i
is the transmission „,90 (25)
matrix of the iih element 
of the filter.
Pig,, 7 shows the two-frequency representation of the parametric 
amplifier in terms of the transmission matrices (f matrices) of the 
cascaded sub-networks
The input and output cux*rent/voltage relationship of the cascaded 
filter assembly can now be written as
, ro(/» rM >GC ^
" © — I
>
I—
UJ cC 
l/l LU LU —ce u.
Q- j  
^  5-
S  ^
oc o
£  £  2: LU
Z' 5
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£
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CO
5  <
£  1x1
^  1x1 O  o
Ui LUQ O
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JT
*
1 ■ v'n
Ta
Txb © 6 c o eN:
T
L*“1 _
IL n __
(26)
and the overall transmission, matrix of n identical sub-networks i:
v,1
3  _
K L
M N
-
T rn
I
__ n
where K
M
oosh (In) , h — Z-j sinh (fn)
N -  cosh (Tn)sunn u‘n Z
tea*4j *
3? = cosh , propagation constant;,
(Ai2-i(ah
characteristic impedance of the filtc 
circuit.
The diode elements at the signal frequency and at the idling
r
frequency are included in a second matrix as shown in Fig, 8
(it is assumed that the diode stray capacitance. C., is negligible in
Xi.
comparison with the diode junction capacitance)„
op.
l>
rsj
M
O
I-
I-
o>QC
a.
ZL
o
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z
<cd
2
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z
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where, E
p-~ * 4 i h  - ^ c ; ) ?  \  = (Ss * la) > co = cj (1 - °2)
G-
j Co
II = R + j ( 0Jo L
2 1
C, CA o
2 s -* SToT r 1 ~ cA' + c .* 2A o' / - o ro }
Writing the matrix of equation (27) in the input/output voltage” 
current form ue obtain
V,
¥n
K LM *• IvM 
M “ M
I
\  '
C D n
(28)
and the diode matrix can be bitten as
Vn 'e E ~ In
- V : & H - ^ J
. (29)
Setting V" = 0, we obtain from (28) and (29),
-30
c
:\
v  =  (i e *  t.) = i , | b  *  ™ _ z J S _ = J £ E _ 1 ^ 2 3 j ,  ( 30)
1 v 1 g 'I ' 1 S IDH ~ ffl ~ GE J
From equation (21) we can write
jC  ^^ ^
Gfe) = _ L l  = ,-------------- ; (Rt = E ) .... (51)
'•'» = «! V 2 J E -Z(o)l2„ „
1 1 4 g j
K \
\ AEH - ADH - AGE + BCHwhere Zw-j), ,, ~ —
« eh ~ DH - GE
The gain—frequency response has been calculated from (31) for an 
amplifier with a single filter element and the computed result is shown 
in Eig„ 9 and is compared with the single-tuned (filter element excluded) 
response; Eig. 10 shows the equivalent circuit diagram of the broad—band 
parametric amplifier* The average parameters of a diode used for these 
calculations are as follows:
L = 0,65 X 10*“9H, La a 2,736 X 1 0 ~ \  R = 2.5Q
S j.i. s
R = 12,150? CQ = 0,436 X 10~12E, CA == 0,0481 X 10~12E,
a = 0,15, ^  = 2?r X 4 X 1Q9H2, u -2 = 2w X 33.993 X 109H^o
2-»3 G-eneral Description of Intermodulation
The basic principle involved in the generation of spurious.
frequency components in a nonlinear system were investigated in the 
8 9
past 5 , In order to make the problem manageable the f ,m, spectrum
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must be assumed to converge within a reasonable .frequency spread* 
this is justified will be evident from equation (32) and Table II 
the Bessel’s coefficients are listed*
T1J3LEJEI
11 Jn(l) n J n ( l )
uf.mimjf.aiiWH-l
0 0.76519769 5 0,00024976 ’
1 0.44005059 6 0*00002094
2 0.11490348 7 0*00000130
3 0.01956335 8 0*00000009
4. 0,00247664 9 0*00000001
—.f—_r -~—-n----------- -nr--’__ —r-T-f—r________________ J
The power available from a particular order of sideband is proportional 
to the square of the corresponding order of the Bessel!'s coefficient and 
clearly the signal paver available on any sideband higher than the 9th 
order sideband is of no significance in the system under investigation. 
The equation giving the total current available at the varactor 
input due to the superimposition of eight f'-m carriers} a pump signal 
and the interfering transmitter leakage,, is as follows: ~
That 
1where
“34“*
T2 d ! A A
^  V'03 0} t V  -r A p  COS
/
+ of b.r j vp 003 "p'c VT 008 T ij + /
V
> Jn (08 )]sia (®3 + » » « ,)* ' + (-1 )“ Bin («, “ n « 0  t
n \
n--1
V “ vs' '•’(
T 3 _a 
+ 31 at
8 /
A A d"" /
Vp cos Wpt + V^ cos &Jpt -f- Ag j J0v s) sin w s'fc +
s=1
\ ~~3
/ L  Jn(0s) 1f;in (ws + n<yvs:) t+ (-l)n sin
Ilr-d I
n “ys) 4 ^ . (32)
where Jn(^s) is the Bessel function of 1st kind, order n, argument
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (32) is zero as Q(V0) 
is fixed charge across the varaotor at VQ volt hias* The components 
in the second term comprise
T1
L.
A A . .
-V-Q&0. sin«pt - V-^t sin«pt + J0(1) w-j cos onjt
+ Aj. (l) (m j + (j ) cos ^ ) t ~ A-j J^(l) (<y^ »t)^ ) cos (^  — i) ^
+ J 2^  ) )t + -A| J 2^  ^  ^cos (<ai“*2fiV|)t
which are clearly due to the fundamental of each of the input frequencies 
and the power available at the output of the parametric amplifier will 
compromise
”35”’
J 2 (-0  (« , -  S ^ ) ) 2 G-(ffi)
These components carry the wanted signal information. Examining the 
third term it will be found that the components comprise the square of 
the individual inputs which after trigonometric expansion will yield, 
the second harmonic of the individual input frequency and a, set of 
first order sum and difference frequencies namely
and the corresponding power at the output of the amplifier will not fall 
within the desired signal passband of the amplifier (provided that wrf, is
their power from the central source of energy, in this case the charge
under certain conditions* finally the cubic term will give rise to the
jOp + (01)9 (<up - +■ a2)? (^1 +<%-!+
)* Nevertheless these components derive.
across the non-linear capacitance and hence can cause gain compression
third harmonic of the in dividual input frequencies plus a component cf 
the fundamental as for example
•j p  j ~y , p  > *7 f
di*i Jo ^  sincj.^ tl’ = —jp-j Aq JQ(1) j- |cos m.^ t - cos 3w..jtj
Since •§ o.j l0(l)"P cos co^ t is derived from the original carrier
I J
frequency it is of trivial interest as far as irtermodulation 
distortion is concerned,. The third harmonic component will not cause 
intermodulation hut may lead to gain compression* Differentiating the 
fourth term of equation (32) and completing the trigonometric expansion 
it will he found that the frequencies are of the following form
"j - t ^ - p  2 - - ^ i p  J  3 ^  ,  3  ,  « < i « > e » 0 3 o e « 0 4 o a o » « e o : » i > ( > f f o e « < » « a e s 0 5 e » # t ! » « * t > « e
1
J
((i)p 4 ft)pI 4" ft) ,j ) , *•*«••« (Wp +  ft) ip s®ft)j|)^  9*a**«*4<»eae»‘O«*e9»<i9aa3 0ee<>a»
(2Wp“-'hp) 5 (2ftJp-ft)^ ), (2^ ^ 2 ') ? (2*^-^), (2 ^ ^ 2 )  ? «.*>«« ( 2 ^ 3 ^ )  ^ oeoo
(ft)^ 4- ftjg ** ft)^) , (ft^2 ■*" ^3 *" >
However, the third harmonic components will not cause any interference as 
they will he well outside the desired signal passhand of the amplifier*
The most serious source of interference is the set of frequencies namely 
2^^2 *■* (2^  •*» ^2) }  (2^3 ^2)  ’ ■**••»* (2^3 "* ^ ) and (<t| +^2 “ ^  3  ^?
(co 2 8 0 o * ?, „, known as the third order intermocfcilation products
some of which will lie within the passhand of the amplifier and will 
appear as unwanted cross-product noise in the amplifier* The extent of 
this interference has heen calculated by solving equation (32.) with the 
aid of a digital computer and multiplying the current component thus 
obtained by the equivalent source impedance and the amplitude of the 
gain~function of the amplifier at the particular frequency concerned 
(Cf * equation (21))«
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The exbent of distortion lias ‘been computed for the following 
conditions,
Carrier power P^  - ?2 ~ = Pg = -90, ~70,
“50 and -40 dBm
Pump power P - 17 dbm
P
Transmitter leakage power Pr = 20 dbm
Modulation index 8^ - 9 ^  - 9? -  030»0 ~ -1 1
tty?  ® ®v Q — 1 MF*
Maximum modulation frequency ~  - ^ r z  e,,o0 =
Computer programmed for modulation on the fourth carrier alone and 
the remaining carriers unmodulated.,,
The computer results have 'been analysed and the amplifier output 
power frequency spectrum calculated from equation (21) within the 
frequency range 3 to 5 0Hz, The power levels of the intermodulation 
products available at the output of the parametric amplifier relative 
to the power levels of the carriers and sideband frequencies for four 
different input power levels referred above are shown in Pig* 11, 12,
13 and 14 „
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Ihen frequency nodulated waves are transmitted through passive net­
works the instantaneous modulation frequency of the current through the 
circuit differs from the original modulation frequency of the source 
voltage-, The change in the modulation frequency is dependent on the 
phase characteristic of the network in question0 for a circuit having 
linear phase-frequenoy relationship, the change in the modulation 
frequency is zero and hence the circuit 5.s free from distortion due to 
phase nonlinearity* However, linear phase^frequeney networks are
rarely encountered in practice, in the u*h»f0 and s,h,f« bands, Carson 
10and Fry developed the theory of distortion of the modulation frequency
in time invariant, linear passive networks by convolution integral
1 iapproach| Van her Pol developed the quasi.™stationary approximation by 
a direct approach. In the present contribution Van Per Pol!s quasi- 
stationary approximation is re-examined for a varactor diode type net--- 
worlq the approach is more fundamental and is based upon a. voltage 
differential equation, The differential equation of the simplified 
varactor circuit is solved for an f-m voltage forcing function. The 
solution comprises of two partsq the steady-state part and the transient
r tu*. tvL,c.U VwV’&Jkv
part, for a high quality, vancufrtor the transient solution rapidly/ tends 
to zero due to the large damping factor^ and the steady-state solution 
approaches the quasi-stationary approximation subject to the condition 
that the angular frequency of the f-m carrier is close to the resonance 
of the varactor circuit, It should be noted that in aorive networks if 
the phase function is power dependent then the quas^stationary principle 
does not hold. However, in the present case the signal level is well
« 4 3 " °
below the saturation and hence it will be reasonable to assume that the 
phase function of the parametric amplifier is approximately independent 
of power* The dependence of phase on input power gives rise to inter­
modulation which will be dealt with in a subsequent chapter,, The phase 
characteristic and its higher order derivatives (group delay characteris­
tics) are derived analytically for a typical varactor and the same is 
computed for a broad-band amplifier with and without additional filter 
element in the signal circuit0 The group delay of the parametric
amplifier (i„e« the first derivative of the amplifier phase-frequency
12 13characteristic) is experimentally determined by Nyquist method ? and 
compared with the computed results, The energy dispersal due to the 
higher order harmonics and intermodulation products, resulting from the 
distortion of the modulation frequencies, is calculated for a 240 channel 
telephone system for the carrier which has suffered worst group delay 
variation,
3*2 A Differential Equation Approach to the Quasi-Stationary . '• ;
Anp-r oximat ion
In solving the transmission problems of frequency modulated (f-m) 
waves the quas i~s tat denary approximation is invaluable, The development 
of the theory is not new; Carson and Pry developed the theory from the 
convolution integral approach and Van Per Pol made a direct approach to 
the problem. In the present contribution a-, fundamental approach based 
on a voltage differential eauation of a series I» , G , R network will be
■* 5 O S
made,*
The simplified varactor representation as shown in Pig,. 15 has three 
elements in series and the voltage equation is,
L -ft-I(t) R I(t) + jl(t) dt = E(t) oo** (33)
s dt v ' s x ' C JQ
I(t) L s
 ^________rVYYV
E U )
it
-V \A A
3 r  Co
FIG. 15 S IMPLIFIED VARACTOR DIODE C IR C U IT
~4.5~
where L3 is the stray inductance of the varactor,
Rs is the spreading resistance of the var-actor,
C0 is the effective value of the pumped capacitance, 
i(t) is the voltage forcing junction,
Q(t) = / l(t) dt is the time-dependent charge across the varactor
By operating Jr Q(t) - l(t) equation (33) is transformed into a second 
order linear differential equation,
Q(t) -f- Rg Q(t) -t ~ E(t), (3d)
Yi/hen the forcing function is an f~m wave,
2 j
Bg “ • Q(t) * Q(t) * sin ^ t  + j Awgg(t) dtV d (35)
dt o I I
where j Aw g(t) dt is the message function5 e.g. g(t) = cos t,
J 3 VS
' 0
Eo is the amplitude of the f-m carrier, 
ws is the carrier angular frequency,
0 is the maximum baseband angular frequency 
vs
Awg
0 is the modulation index of the f-m carrier - - ~  
s wvs
Aw is the maximum deviation, s
Although the present analysis is carried out for a single frequency 
message the mathematical procedure is equally valid for a complex 
modulating waveform. In the case of a complex modulating ■ waveform, 
g(t) can be written in the Eourier form.
CO
g(t> ~ y  (a cos no t + Id sin no t I x vs y
From examination it will be clear that the nature of equation (34) 
remains unperturbed whether g(t) is a single frequency cosine function 
or a complex modulating waveform,,
Assuming a trial solution of the forms
Q(t) = A sin ^Wgt -t sin * B cos + & Q sin 01^ 0^ .0(36)
where A and B axe non—zero constants«
Successive differentiation of (36) gives
dt Q(t) + Aes cos ^v3t^ < A cos ^ st -if £s sin <^Y3t^
B sin(&: t + 6 sin <0 t )> 5 ^ s s vs y| ,
—  Q(t) = C -A«s«ts sin ft)vst)<‘A COS ( ;,l£jt +  ea sin ) - B sin
U st + 0g si.no, t) f
j
/
*(*s + A£0S cos V y a * j{~ A sin (6,st *' 6& sin "vs*
« S + Acjs cos w ^
B cos f 6> gt +■ es sin fljvst
co ^ cos co vgt
Substituting the values of the differential coefficients in (35)
we obtain
•Ah) 0) sill LU ts vs vs j A cos f & t + 0 sin (,) t A^  \ 3 S U V S  J
B sin f Ct) t -f- 6 sin to t i x
S S V S  j i
0)s + cos tj Tst
1
X < A sin f <a t + 6> sin a, t s s vs ) * B cos ^uBt + es
+ Hs Co!( “a + A a s “ “ ts4
If
A cos ( co gt + 0 g sin a ^ t
B sin ( wflt + 0s sin6Jyst ) y
sin f (4i t  -f- 6>g sinw vgt j+ B cos j <y gt + sin
= E sin I  co t  + 0 sin a t \  C s I s  s vs } o
.... (37)
becomes
Equations 
pA + qB
IA - mB 
where p
q
i
m
(38) and (39) are of the form
= 0
= nh
 ^ nq ^  np
i ql + pm ql + pm
C RJw + AwO S\ S
Oq Lg \ w cs "fr Aw
/i!jL
\^ 2a.
V S
C f w R —■ Aw w L o \ s s s vs 1
s m
m i .
2(0 Or 6
VS
C- Q)„ O s
f l T C O b
sin j *r-i~ + B
V s\ vs
mo s
sin ( + 0 ) C ( ^ R « Aw w A,
2wvs
O V ws s s vs s
•f COS
7i“W
2w
+  <9
vs
Co “■ C O
/1T(0
“ I\ vs
TTOJ
sin ( o -6 ) C
2w S J Q
vs
Substituting the values of A and B in the assumed solution 
(Equation (3^ )) we obtain the particular integral (P«,I») of (35)*
~50~
I(t) = Cldtf Q(t) ~ y -^ (t) -B- Ay cos y t E(t)r a qj_ + pm v a vs qi. ^  pm v *
r,i>
ql -if pm dt ' - (40)
Squation (40)' has been verified numerically for various values of t 
and the assumed solution (36) is found to be valid for all values of t.
I(t) = ~^ £EL.,, Yj<y -f Ay cos w t!^  
ql + pm./I s s vs J
(41)
= :Y y , E(t) ) 4 r  E(t) 
W  A P  / a’G
where Y = ) is the admittanceql + pm
y .mv
cl I j
TT ^  y ot -f I Ay cos y t dt > , is the instantaneous 
dt I 0 j s vs |
l Jo J
angular frequency of the forcing voltage (42b)
The characteristic solution that is the complementary function 
(CoE*) of equation (35) oan be easily solved by putting the right hand 
side equal to zero* It can be shown that the solution will be
i(t) Q(t) = e •St r .. (43)
51-
where 5 In the damning factor - {
\  2l b /
ft In  the characteristic damped angular
frequency —
R p
2Ls/
A
lu C
A' and B* are arbitrary constants0 
Equation (43j is the transient solution of (35)«
from the theory of differential equation we know,
I(t) -• C.F. + P.I. ■ (v+)
In practice the damping factor of a war act or is large and hence the
transient current decays rapidly* Operating the varactor circuit close
/q 
P
to its natural resonance, ) tends to zero and hence
i(t) « T ("i7) sd) (n)
Writing E(t) in the exponential form we obtain
I(t) = E T ( V
V ' 8 V 3-V
(46)
The admittance function is complex and expressing it in the real and 
imaginary form we obtain
I(t) - Ee r
/ V ! ^  i
, J 4 ( « . \ i ^gt + I w„g(t) dt (
A t  *  JV xrfl
where 9 ( j is the phase of the admittance function* (w)
00 2 *^
Therefore the instantaneous phase of the driving current is
I s i /  \  I
<(c t + r A&j g(t) dt V $ } j and from the fundamental
i  i  " j '  “  0
definition we know that the angular frequency is given by the iiioe 
derivative of the phase.. Therefore the instantaneous angular frequency
of the driving current is 
f
d . f
6) =•< CJ -r A j  g'vt) -f- yt* 9  ! (j;
li I s •s'-’' '' dt * iv
dr
L  ttA .  U- + Am c:g(t) i -5:,f ~ ^
I S UU LlU* \ IV
j S '
t + A0„ js(t) * g'(t) ™ 9 ( f j 0 + g(t) ) |b D i U-iV \ b b ] j
/
g''(t) = 6(4)
(48)
Equation (4-8) is identical with Van her Pol's derivation. Comparing 
(48) and(42b) it will be observed that the instantaneous angular 
frequency of the driving current which effectively delivers power across 
the output load impedance has an additional term; the additional term 
being the product of the time derivative of the message function and the 
frequency derivative of the phase function and which introduces distortion,
If we write. Am ^ g_.(t), as the output modulation as distinct from,
'  D vj
Ae^g(t), the modulation of the f-m voltage forcing function, we obtain,
* f \
60(t) = 6(4) + g'(4) * p g  A©BS(4) J .. (49)
Expanding <p ( a^ Am g(b) ) by Taylor's theorem and differen-
\ u t- j
tiating the expansion with respect to m we obtain,s *
,(t) = 6(4) + 4 6(4)dt
} 21
cp (W 
\  /
( r.a \
///where <£ ( m j, ^ [ a ) } p (m ) are the derivatives of the phas*
response p ( m, L with respect to
/ft) ""CO \
T +  T  
1 2
so
2 ./
+ r. soB
\ 2
"S" * • • e S o (51)
r  i »8 i f ,
T _  I L f i )  ( i ) 2
3 “ ■ 2i V2 )
where B is the half-power bandwidth of the network,
M is the angular centre frequency; (m ^ - w ) = Am
SO 0 4 0  o
7* , ro, etc, are the group delay coefficient of the network.
Combining (52) and (51) we can extend the approximation to
lee us consider thau "che input modulation is a pure tone 
Ldi cos cti -b then from (52) we obtain
(t) =  cos co. t «  co sin 00 t
» \ / *rro Trcs *rr*yVS V 8  V 3 COS «
2 /
vs
/'AM 2
^3 1 "T* I * 9 • o a »
V  :
*ao (53)
2 /
Jbcaunining (53) we shall observe that the amplitudes of the 
harmonics are as follows:
/ \
IkcoA !
Second harmonic = ^00 r0 )
™  2  \ B  ! , c l .
\  J  > ...» (54)
Third harmonic = r wvs 3
After detection the harmonic powers available at the lead impedance 
will be proportional to the square of the amplitudes of the respective 
harmonics referred to above. These will introduce crosstalk in the 
higher telephone channels of the basebands If the modulating signal 
comprises a number of tones, from (53) it will be observed that the •. 
second term in the square bracket when multiplied by the derivates of 
the fundamentals will give rise to the second harmonics of the individual 
tones as well as second order cross-product terms. Similarly the third 
term within the square bracket of (53) wheyu multiplied by the derivates 
of the fundamental tones will give rise to third harmonic of each 
individual tones as well as third order cross-product terms, Tne details
of the calculation and the evaluation of the harmonics and the cross- 
product terms for a 2f0 channel telephone system will he dealt with later 
on.,
3 3 Xmped.anoe Function and the jj or ms cj.cs oj. rhe
Varaotor and the P-arametrd.c Amp Ilf lees
First of all we shall examine the impedance, phase char&cteristic 
and its higher derivatives for the diode on its own i„ew without an]?' 
external circuits associated with the diode* Referring to Riga 13,
/<uL - 4 * A
R<£(&) tan ‘ | j  * 0 — e „ L = C - 0o? »»*>« (33)
O rc
ftj LC~R RO
o "fL2G2 + o 2g2R2 2«2LG + 1
(36)
R n 7-3 1 / c I* 2R-2®Ii +  ^6 - — 4Lo)C
2 t
2 2 o 1 1co L + R ~* 2 t? -H- o
■'.0 (57)
/
M i  + «6«-L
2 6 67*°R .5 3 \ _.r3,,5 30lH 761*1I— -—  •+• 21 B. — 2L P. -f ~
\ C / c r2
i  M A I2! 5 581JR3 80L2* r \  1 /  6 r7 iOR3!  621^  92h V j]
^Z\ 6 2 3 I « M  C C2 o? C^ /|-f ”“F)M
3n\J
\
1 ! 2R3 10LR3 \ 1 / 241R 2R3
a W  I c v n a  »». I.L. «■»■» | -* «» » * « - »
r»°
and cfF(u) —
I J .  I ,>v  e=rt.v*f5ae*e3Ei* 1*1*.
L  \ 03 1- / • « C5 )
(„2,2 „2 O' . "!
y y  1  ji. p a «  2 p r  + •  p p T ' c :C & 2^ ,2
4
.... (58)
The phase function and its derivate for a typical varaotor diode is 
shown in Fig* 16, The second and the third derivative of the phase
function o f the varaotor are shown in Fig* 17 and Fig, i  8 respectively,
Now we shall examine the phase function and its higher derivatives 
for a simple parametric amplifier using the varaotor referred to above, 
The equivalent circuit of the single-timed amplifier is shown in Figc 1 
which also shows the computed values of the real and imaginary part of
the input impedance as a function of the signal frequency*. In a
reflection type parametric amplifier the voltage gain is given !y
• M  ■■z U  j- R ■
'~t 4 —  .... (59)
Z (“s /  Eg
■where Z ) is the impedance looking into the parametric amplifier (the 
real part of which is negative),
R is the equivalent source impedances*
&
The phase angle of the voltage reflection coefficient is
$  ^ d (60)
and the group delay is
U  u l k j ^ s L i i ^  . . . .  ( s i )
The impedance functions, Z (  u ) , the phase functions, the group
V s/
delay function and its higher derivatives, are computed for a single
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FIG. 19 INPUT IMPEDANCE FUNCTION OF THE SINGLE-TUNED AMPLIFIER
tuned as well ct? a filter type parametric amplifier* T h j coirpuiea results 
arc shown in fig* 20 - Fig,.. 28 a
The diode parameters chosen for the design of the azplifier are 
taken from the manitfaoturer' s data sheet and the principal parameter 
which affects the gain-frequency as well as the group delay- is the 
diode junction capacitance, The value of the junction career aite
has keen relaxed by +- + 10/£ and e 20% relative to the coated value
and its effects on the impedance fr.netlory the power gala jjpjP , and the 
group delay function have keen studied* Pig* 29 ~ Pig* 34 shew the 
change in input impedance due to the variation of C # fig* 35 — fig* 41 
show the effect of variation of C in the ga3j>-ft*equei.oy response,,,
Fig* 41 “ fig* 46 shew tiie group delay variation,
3 *4 Experimental Peteemiratign of., the group Belay Cliaracterialice cf 
the Parametric /^pjiii.er
The equipment used to measure the group delay in an ezpecd&eEEt&X
12 _
broadband parametric amplifier is based upon lyqiiistfs principle * la
13this equipment; $ group delay of the parametric amplifier is- Eeasured Thy 
means of a microwave carrier- which is frequency aodmi&ied with a 
mO'dnlating signal at 1 KHz- The change of phase delay cf the ieaelnlLafedl 
signal relative to the original 1 Mis signal, before and after the 
insertion of the amplifier in the measuring arm, is the group 'delay of 
the amplifier under test*
Theory of Measurement
Suppose a carrier of angular frequency, &&$ is frequency sroiulsiel 
with a sirr "3 xl lul modulation frequency, with a modulation iimssc fa*
The normalized signal applied to the input o f the device under west is 
then
(62)
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If the modulation index is so chosen that the energy spread in the 
second and higher order side frequencies can be ignored then (62) can he 
approximated t o  ^ ^  T, ($ *) -» ^  J
6.
V - sin « t * ~  sin * * ^  }t - T  83* [ Wfi 'VS^t GOOO (63)J
Let us assume the phase~frequeney characteristic of the device is as 
shown in Fig* 47? 9 ^  ^s.and ^  are the phase changes suffered by the 
frequencies, (0 ~ «l „ V  0L and. + ah _ V  respectively, in passing
3 \7*S y ' S \ °   ^ /
through the network, under test* Assuming that the network gives no 
amplitude distortion, the normalized output signal will be,
V 2  =  s i n  ( u a t  -4>a )+ f  ^
0s .sin2
CO -jr CO )t *“* g5_ 
S V3 J 2
(a CO \tvs & «  * e ^ f~r/(64
If the phas ^frequency relationship is linear over the frequency 
range [ co Hr co ) to [ w - 00 U  which may be termed as the measuring
r* VS / \ 5 VLS
interval, then
\
t f ,
2 + * 2 (63)
and from (64):
c o s  14,„t - <£„ ^  sin < WTat
J.
»..« (66)
If 0- is small
sun
if 2" h ) I
B sini co t vs
J J
« 0 sin < « t 
S f vs
X U lL
2 f 
j
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FIG. 47 MEASUREMENT OF GROUP DELAY BY A MODULATED CARRIER
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md ool a . , . (*2 ” i0 _  Sill , i'l !> j ^  -J
I -  - I
I. J J
Substituting the above approxiuation in (66) we obtain
, \ » i V 2
2 = s:m K *  - ) 003 h  sin ^  -
L. !
{ ~ 4>*) 1 i
1 /  ^  J
2
j
in i( <>; t «*> 6 \
i I  r *  * f\ 3 Sj ' S
•/2
0 sin i c.) t *■*
l?o ~ <A
\ \ -1 ■ I
VS
J
c* o o o O j j
Thus p by talcing the ratio cf the phase change suffered by the
modulation frequency to the value of the angular modulation frequency 5
the slope of the phase^frequenoy characteristic between and
/ \
( & ~  0.. „ ) is obtained and this is equal to the group delay at the
. S V S  J
carrier frequency,
■v#2 ~ h j
1 20vs.
When the phase-frequency charaoteristic is not 3-inear over the measuring 
interval, it can be shown that the phase change of the modulation
{ i '  2 ~ )
frequency is again ? and hence.the measured group delay ms
given by (68) for any network* In this case, the measured value is not 
necessarily equal to the true group delay as defined by the slope of the 
curve at the carrier frequency, and systematic error may arise« Thus 
when the group delay is increasing or decreasing rapidly, the measured 
group delay will be greater than the true value. At points of inflection
-77-
of the phase-frsquency curve, the measured, group delay will he less than 
the true maximum and greater than the true minimum* However, the error 
can be reduced by reducing the modulation frequency* The overall 
measurement error consists of systematic error and the direct measure­
ment error, the latter depending on the error in the measurement of
phase change at the modulation frequency* lor a particular group delay <
(■/>
the phase change of the modulation, •, is directly propor­
tional to the modulation frequency* Hence, for given errors in the 
measurement of phase change, the greater the modulation frequency the 
smaller will be the direct-measurement error* It follows that the 
modulation frequency must be a compromise between the conflicting 
requirements of low direct-measurement error and low systematic error.
It has been shown experimentally that with a modulation frequency of 
1 MHz the systematic error in the measurement is small and can be 
ignored.
Description of the Apparatus
A sup<£heterodyne system is used so that amplification can be 
obtained at the constant intermediate frequency without variation of 
group delay and at the same time low signal level may be maintained at 
the input of the parametric amplifier to avoid saturation* A simplifiad 
block schematic arrangement of the apparatus is shown in fig* (48) • A 
4 GHz signal klystron is frequency modulated on the reflector by a 1 MHz 
crystal oscillator* The amplifier and its coaxial input and output 
leads are connected between two waveguide change-over switches, A 
variable attenuator is used immediately before the parametric amplifier, 
the attenuator is set numerically equal to the gain of the amplifier so 
that the comparison between the measuring arm end the reference arm is 
made with equal signal levels The ~J0 MHz i,3f« amplifier is provider.,.
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with automatic gain control to suppress any amplitude variation of the 
source Klystron and gain variation of the parametric amplifier* It has 
been found by experiments that a, level of -*60 dbm at the input of the 
parametric amplifier allows- consistent measurements; at this level the 
parametric amplifier behaviour is substantially linear and the phase is 
almost independent of power0 The time-constant of the &*gae* loop in 
the i0f„ amplifier is long* and a limiter using germanium diodes is 
employed to suppress the amplitude modulation* The 1 M s  output from 
the 70 M s  discriminator is passed via a band^pass filter, to an 
uncalibrated phase changer, which is. used in setting up initial condi­
tions » This is followed by a feedback amplifier and a phase changer 
calibrated in terms of group delay* Finally the signal is fed to a 
phase comparator, where its phase is compared with that of the 1 M l  
from the crystal oscillator,, The output of the phase comparator is fed 
to the null indicating meter f o r  point by point measuremente The phase 
comparator is of the modulator type, in which the sum and difference of 
two voltages (modulation signal through the device and the original 
1 M s  from the crystal oscillator) whose phase difference is to be 
measured are separately rectified and the resulting dac„ outputs sub­
tracted,, TiThen the pirnse difference is ^90° the output is z e ro and for 
other phase differences the output is proportional to the variation from 
90° provided that this is small. The actual point by point measurement 
of group delay is carried out by inserting the parametric amplifier an 
the measuring arm. and annuling its gain by the attenuator in front of 
the amplifier* the uncalibrated phase changer is set for a null in the 
indicator, the wave-guide switches ere then changed over to the reference 
arm and the null is restored by adjusting the calibrated phase changer*
A similar- operation is repeated with the passive elements of the measuring
~ec~
arm, namely the waveguide run, Hie coaxial leads and the 4 port coaxial 
eirculai* of the parametric amplifier which 011 subtraction from the 
previous result yields the net group delay of the amplifier* The 
following table shews the measured net group delay of the parametric 
amplifierc
Table III: Measured Group Delay, r A
Frequency MHz Group Delay no
3,900
3,923
3,930
3,975
H r  or
wrrrjaem |
+ 0,4 nS throughout 
Notey*» The measuring level was 
™60GBmj above this level M™Bi 
transfer becomes noticeable and the 
quasi0**stationary approximation wiXL 
not hold-
The error quoted above is somewhat higher than anticipated; this is 
partly attributed towards the gain fluctuations of the parametric 
amplifier,,
A polynomial function fitted through the measured data points and as 
plotted in Fig, 49» Examining the various theoretical group delay 
characteristics discussed before it will be clearer that in the actual 
amplifier the element values (mainly the junction capacitance) are some-* 
what different from the manufacturer*s data, However, the accuracy of 
the group delay measurement has been verified by a straightforward phase 
bridge method to be discussed later. The results of this independent
^ ----------  GROUP DELAY, ' f i ,  n »
FIG 49  MEASURED GROUP DELAY CHARACTERISTIC OF THE PARAMETRIC
AMPLIFIER
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method, yields virtually the same results as those obtained by the group 
delay apparatus* Therefore the measured group delay has been used for 
further computations* The polynomial function of Pig0 49 is successively 
differentiated to give ^ ) and 9'1'7 (w,) ° these are plotted in I’ig* 50 
and fig„ fl respectively,,
3*5 ISvaluation of the Crpiss-Product and_Harmonic Pavers hue to Phase
To illustrate the cross modulation and harmonic distortion of the 
baseband signal of a particular s*hufa carrier„ let us consider bwo~to.no 
modulation, each tone of equal amplitude*
sin 2irf t + sin 2 si3 , tva vb
where f and f n are the lowest and the highest frequency in the baseband* va vb
As the modulating frequency comprises two tones of equal amplitude* 
the maximum deviation due to each tone is therefore,
Af ’ A a
“tP* r where Af = ™ -  2 J s 2 7T
Rewriting (.52) for two-tone modulation,
g ft) ~( sin o ta sin a vt | + f <y cossi t * oj , cos co b ) X 
l-Jov ' I va vb )  \  Ya va ;iD J
1 2
r2 A f  \
f sin 4;^ va
/
r I Af 
Ji
4 \ P 
2
\2
(69)
In general for a, single s<,h„f„ carrier, B(  = 2k F) refers to the 
total half -cover bandwidth of the circuit:; for multiple s*h,f „ carriers
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we shall refer * P5 as the bandwidth assigned to each carrier0
On carrying out the trigonometric manipulation of (69) it can b 
shown that the amplitudes of the fundamentals harmonics and cross- 
products of the two tones are as shown in Table Il(a) a
Table X\r(,aj
fundamentals
S econd Harmonic s
Third Harmonics
Second Order Cross Products
Third Order Cross Products
/Af \ j Af \
* \
I .  /  \  / A f  \  . ;  \  /  A f  i
1  2tV  ) ro I “F  I4 -  \  — y  ^  , i  ,
!1 j \ /Af \2 1 /
1l2 1 ^ h a )  T3 \ " F  }’ 72 I -W vb ) t  ^ E
.
Af \ , /s \ i I
\ *1
\ /Af (\i
r
| /
to +  W  , 1 T  J - r = ~  L  'g[to -  to }2 \ va vb / 2\ P ’ 21 va vb/ a- P
L ' / \ > \ I  \  / j
7% /Af 
3 srr.-Bao** I
4 I P
\2
2m + a ,, I |2m , -t a va vo hi vo va j
i \ I \\ 2t a  “ %*)’ p v b  “ %e.l
If we assume that the receiving system following the parametric 
amplifier^  is ideal and the total gain cf the system (including the 
parametric amplifier) over the operating passband of the receiver as 
independent of frequency then power available at the output of the load 
impedance of the discriminator will be,,
P(Hn, In) « '■ In) .. (70)
where the constant of proportionality depends upon the discriminator 
constant, the system gain and the lead impedance*
P(Hn, In) represents the power of the noil order harmonic or
iitermodulation product
thA(Hn, In) represents the amplitude of the n i order harmonic or 
inter modelation term„
The proportional power- values for the various products are calculated 
from (70) and are tabulated in Table XV(b)a
Table IP(b): Inter-modulation Products Power due to
Phase Nonlinearity
Products
Total fundamental Power
Total Second Harmonic 
Power-, PH*,
Total Third Harmonic
Power, PH,
1
Total Second Order Cross- 
Product Power, PI2
Total Third Order Cross- 
Product Power, PI-;,
Power- (Proportional to)
Af 2 Af 25?
4 4
Af \ 2
2 \ P
S . -3
0  -fr tova. vb
4
/Af \4
P
va T vb
^4
JL
T?
/ 2 s \
I va + V b  \
16
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If the system o onfigurations !«©<, the system gain, discriminator 
constant and its load impedance are so chosen that the fundamental power 
output from the discriminator is 1 m¥ for a single tone modulation then 
from Table IV(b) it will be observed that the total fundamental power 
due to two-tone modulation is 3 cffi down relative to 1 miff; the harmonics 
and inter modulation products powers have been calculated for various 
i &).
values of \ i ratios* The results are plotted in fig* 52 and
\ /
\ va /
fig» 53*
It should be noted that as the number of modulating tones are- 
increased the total harmonic power decreases and at the same time the 
total intermodulation product power increases* In a parametric amplifier 
the higher order group delay ocefficients are small and hence the 
intermodulation power higher than the third order power can be safely 
ignored.
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b.l Intermodulation Distortion Due to A.M.-P.M. Conversion 
The am-pm conversion effects occur when the phase angle of the 
device at any particular signal frequency varies with the level of 
the input signal. Theoretically speaking, am-pm conversion occurs 
at all levels of input signal but the effects become noticeable when 
the input level approaches the significant gain compression region 
(cf Fig. 56). If the effective electrical length, L, of an active 
device is power dependent, it is assumed that the phase angle can be 
expressed by the following power series expansion.
(Tl)
8S (aQ a^P) if P is not too large (72)
where X is the wavelength and aQ, a^, 
are constants.
21 a.
1Hence 6$ * K-j^ P; * X (73)
E2
For a sine wave of amplitude E applied to the device P * w^ere
o
ZQ is the input impedance of the device and therefore
6P « |— <5E.
o
-  90 -
* 1Hence from (73) 5$ ■ ( )  E5E » C E6E ... (7^)
A  /
t h  Iwhere J
Patting <5<f> « Kp ( Jpj
then E = C^E2 * 2KjP « K * •••' (75)
K is a measure of am-pm transfer coefficient and is dependent on power
«sr
level. If an a-m carrier, E(t) « E (l + m sin w t) sin u t is applieds vs s
to the input of the device and am-pm conversion occurs, then since the 
modulation index m corresponds to (g**) in (7*0 provided m is small, the 
output signal EQ(t) can he expressed as,
E (t) * K E (1 + 1 (l-c) sin « t) sin (w t + eK sin w t) ... (76)
w S \  V S  I  S p  v B
where Ert is the carrier amplitude, K is the voltage gain factor, (J is s s
the carrier angular frequency, CJ is the modulating angular frequency and 
e is a measure of the gain concession of the modulating signal. In 
general if two or more f-m carriers, are combined, the resultant sum is 
applied to a device with am-pm conversion, the amplitude fluctuations 
will give rise to corresponding variations in phase and the output 
spectrum of the carriers will differ from input spectrum, with resulting
intermodulation noise.
-  9 1  -
Also, with finite gain-frequency slope in the device intelligible 
eross-talk can occur between adjacent carriers, the analysis of which 
follows and determines the effect of on intelligible cross-talk 
between a frequency modulated carrier and an initially unmodulated 
carrier. From this, a cross-modulation ratio (XMR) has been defined 
as the ratio of the peak pha3@ modulation appearing on the initially 
unmodulated carrier to the input peak phase modulation on the modulated 
carrier.
k,2 Theoretical Considerations
Generalized A.M.-P.M. Relationship
If an amplitude modulated wave,
S(t) ■ 35 (1 ♦ » sin wyat) (77)
■ m(t) sin o) t; m(t) the amplitude modulation s
function* is applied to a reactive network whose transfer function is 
G(S), it can be shown by Laplace Transform that
, ( G(S)M(S-ju>c)-G(S)M(S+juia)
Kt) » L <  --- — SL.-------- -it- ... (78)
I 2j
S • o ♦ joj, M(S) is L-Trans form of m(t).
I(t) » Im ^L*1
in which the operation of taking the imaginary part is indicated by Im.
j i  0 v< t, ... (T9)
•“92“
OL,'h
In general the coefficients of the exponential e ° will he a 
complex function of a real variablec Let It be indicated by
IT1 [ & ( s + j a \  M(S)j „ p(t) + jq(t)
= a(t)o'j^ ^ s  o « t, (80)
where a(t) = [p (t) + q (t)] is the envelope function of the amplitude
and (t) = tan  ^{ p ^ r|‘ \ ^ e P*la£8 function*
Rewriting equation (79) in the functional form
I(t) = Im f e 00^  \
I j
r l
= a(t) sin-{ ayb + <P (t) > ? o < (t) ? (8l)
1 ° J
Equation (81)shows a generalised expression for the A*Me“P*M9 
transfer mechanism in a simple LCR network; the theory is valid when 
R is negative (the device becomes active)e 
Cross-Modulation due to Conversion
To illustrate the effect of cross-modulation due to A.M.-P.M*
15 1 Sconversion effect 5 we shall analyse a case where two carriers are 
closely spaced within a specified gain-frequency region of the para­
metric amplifier,, Let us write the ga.in-frequency response of a 
parametric amplifier as,,
g(m + Aw) = g(w) ■¥■ g;(w) (Aw) + + i 999 0,ao (82)
C. a
\ 2
Am is a small increment in fiJ,
The normalized gain function is
g(w -e An) p/ (o)) ,  gf'(a) /,  n 2 / n _ > ,
-1 nw + f (Am; o.,® (83)
S W  ' 2g(« ) v
for a high value of g(a>) , the parabolic gain slope can he ignored 
and therefore equation (83) can he rewritten in a normalised functional 
form of (Am ) *
&(Aa) = + gAwj g = & A A  .... (81;.)
s(a)
We can use Am as the separation between two closely spaced
carriers co. and Prom the fundamental definition we know,1 2  '
cL
angular frequency « yr (phase) (85)
CL u
Therefore it follows from (84),
 ^d 1 d ( 1G- (phase function) j- - 1 + g -uu- \ phase function j ,MS (86)
If we consider two carriers, one frequency modulated and the other 
unmodulated being transmitted through the parametric amplifier whose 
composite input signal is,
E^(t) “ Ej cos[w^t +^^(t)] + E2 cos 1 .o.e (87)
where & A t )  -  0 sin a .t; Q , being the modulation index and w 4#
1v / i v i 1  yl
the maximum angular modulation frequency* Examining (86) and (87) we . 
shall observe that the amplitude of the'first carrier will be modified 
by the finite gain slope of the : device. If the gain-factor’of the 
device is K and the induced, phase modulation function due
-94-
to conversion is <p (t) then the output wave will, he given
ty,
r i  ^ r * ■
Eo ( t )  = K i p  |-™ ^  (t) j cos U  1 + ^  (i) -i;. $ ( t )
+ K  E2 c o s U g t  +  $ ( t ) j  ( 8 3 )
In an active network the induced phase modulation function can he
derived from the fundamental definition; that is assuming the electrical
length Lj of the network is dependent on the input power level, we can
then write,
✓
2 ?r / \
<£>(t) —  L i Pj. j  a is the Y/avelength, P.. is the
/ V  \  ■■>-/ i
input power * , 0  (89) 
Expanding L |p^ ) by a power series in P we obtain,
■K'fc) = -~e ( ao + ai p ♦ ®2 ^  *  a3 p3 + (5°)
where a_,, arc constants and P is a point in the </:(t)
versus P.. characteristic and depends on the saturation properties of the 
device0
1 5Experimental evidence suggests that in active devices, as for 
example a travelling wave tube amplifier when operated at or near the 
saturation level, the slope of the phase angle/input power characteristic
is almost linear* If we assume that the above argument is. valid in the
case of a four-terminal active parametric network then the following 
approximation should hold subject to the condition that P is not too 
large„
<£(t) « P E2(b) = Cj E 2(t); ~ ( ^  ) a1 , 50 ee ^
< V '0
I t  we define s-r S(t) then ~ 2K^P
where E is the transfer coefficient to he determined
V
experimentally* E(t) is the envelope of the composite signal and Z
s?2.
is the impedance of the network,,
The square of the envelope of the composite signal, S^ '(t) can he 
written from equation (87) with 3^  being modified by the gain slope of 
the network in the following form
= E 2 G-2 I >Jr ^  (tj > + E 2 + 2E E G*/! r  $ ( b) \ cos Ife -w ' ft)! 1  u 1. at 1 ^ Jj 2 1 2 £ dt ; j L' 2 1 / M v 'J
(92)
Splitting the output.signal, E0(t), into two parts, 3 ^ (t) and 
Egp(t) and substituting the value of <p ( t )  from (91) via (92) we obtain.
Ew (t) = K E ^  a I "  ^ (t)j cos loyi; + ^  (t) + C., E,2 G2 j ™  t (t)j + C., E2‘
+ 2 C, E1 E2 * { £  # , ( ♦ ) )  sif U 2 ~ p'!t * f  (j (93)
E0, (t) . 1 ^ 5  cos at + T sin < Uj  ^"* H  •* ^  (t) + -j | j (94)
( dwhere G- = G- \ wr ^  , (t) i dc 1v '
c:t =:i« t f^(t) + C, E,2 !? + CU E9 ! 1 1 v ' i I J 2
Y = 2 G-j Ei E2 Tr
Equation (94) is in bhe well known Eourier—Bessel form and can h' 
expanded as
E0i (*> K E, G > J (Y) cos 1 Z_„ n
a t  + n-j U y  - e j t  - ^  (t) + |-j
h
(55)
Similarly the second part of equation (88) can he written as,
E02(t) = K B 2 Z L  Jn (T) 003 *  *  *  j  ( * 2  • ' * 1  )t - ^  (t) + | V
L i J
4 & *  n  v. y O y
where /?t =■ m t + C, E,2 £2 + C. 102r 2 1 1  1 2
thJn (T) is the Bessel function of first kind,, n order and of
argument Y a
On further examination it will he observed that the intermodulation
power falling 011 the unmodulated carrier, will arise when 11 = 1, 
n ~ 0 in equation (95) and (96) respectively.
The modified equations are?
-97-
For a small value of Y , Jq (Y) *> 1 and (y ) « — and a small 
value of Y . is, possible when the normalized gain slope is small and 
from (86) we obtain,
= &2{tt ** (bj = i 1 + s It ^ (h j “ t + 2§ i- <Kt) .... (100)crc
cL \Substituting the value of G from (100), equation (97) and (98) can 
be rewritten as.
'2t^2C, E y g  i  * (t)
+ C (E,2 + E22) + | (101)
V * ) - E Eg cos |«2t + 2^ E,2 4 ^ W  + Cl (e/  + Eg2)
The total output at co^  is,
E0(t) K j[i 2^ + Eg2 ) cos
A/
C1 ( e ^  + Eg2 h  tan-1 q  E,2 \ '1 + 2g -Jjr ^  (t)j
where E1 = q  E12 E£ ■{ 1 + 2g i^  (t) | , (102)
Following previous argument
tan~1 i i2{1 + 2« If h (t) I “ h B12( ' * 2«J?ty*>}
It follows from (102),
EQ(t) = k I ^ 2 + E,2) cos
(103)
Therefore the induced phase modulation on the unmodulated carrier, <uos 
is given by
EM = 4 q  E12 g ~r q  (t), ,. (104)
/ 2 2 \
and I 2E^ : + Eg j is equivalent to a phase constant cf the second
carrier.
From equation (87)
V . \
(t) & 0 sin a t
V  1i vl « i .... (105)
where z h i s  the maximum frequency (angular) deviation.
The cross modulation ratio (XMR) is defined as the ratio of the peak 
phase modulation 011 the disturbed carrier to the peak phase modulation on 
the disturbing carrier and hence from (lOh) and (l05),
.jm =
,  (lOb)
XI,E (as) = 20 Xog10 ( 8DTK, P. g )) J
where is the power of the first carrier,
Similarly it can 'be shewn that in a system handling more than two 
carriers the cross modulation ratio remains the same provided that the 
total power due to all the carriers does not exceed the critical 
limit P, as discussed in equation (90)»
4*3 Pxperimcnital Peter mina11 on of the A.aM~P,Mc Transfer. Coefficient
The block schematic arrangement of a. precision phase bridge is
shown in Pig, 54, To increase the sensitivity of the system PIN diode
switches and a synchronous detector were used, A further degree of
sensitivity was achieved by using backward diode detectors (BDD).
17Experiments carried cut to determine the A,Mll-’P 1)M» transfer charac­
teristics of medium and high power travelling wave tubes usually involve 
a phase bridge with a small amount of amplitude modulation applied to the 
Ssh^f, carrier, Por any particular input level, the peak phase deviation 
produced by the peak amplitude variation of the carrier when passed 
through the device with conversion is measured by a suitable
display unit at the output from the bridge. With a parametric amplifier, 
it is also necessary to use this dynamic method of measuring 
conversion^ attempts to use a static method, i„e0 straightforward 
measurement of phase versus input, power for an unmodulated carruer 
would result in errors at high input levels due to thermal effects. The 
device measured in the present set of experiments however had a very lew 
saturation level ( rJ -40 dBm) and at levels below this, where measurements
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were carried out, error a due to thermal, effects were not expected to be 
important„ Moreover, at these levels the dynamic method with small 
amplitude modulation was too insensitive for accuracy with the available 
apparatus, as confirmed by experiment * The static method was therefore 
used for phase measurements and determining the group delay of the 
parametric amplifier from the phase-frequency characteristic measured 
by the static method produced virtually the same result as that obtained 
by Nyquistrs method involving a dynamic method,, Thus no substantial 
error was involved in this case by using a static rather than a dynamic 
method,,
In order to avoid unwanted phase modulation in the device and to 
enhance the sensitivity of the system, PIN diode switches were employed 
in the measuring as well as in the reference arms prior to the second 
hybrid T junction. Amplitude modulation of the s0h0fa carrier was 
achieved by 1 KHz square wave pulses applied to the switches. The 
pulses were also used to trigger the synchronous detector before the 
galvanometer. The second hybrid T in conjunction with the equalising 
attenuators? backward diode detectors and associated circuitry for the 
1 KHz output, functioned as a phase comparator, and was adjusted so that 
when the s„h,f, signals from the reference and measure arms were y 
radians out of phase at the input to the second hybrid, zero signal was 
recorded on the indicator galvanometer since for the radian phase 
difference, equal outputs are obtained at each port of the hybrid. The 
characteristics of a waveguide hybrid T are shewn in Pig, 55*
A.lignment Procedure
A f t e r  setting the input signal to the required frequency and 
adjusting the carrier level at the input of the device under examination, 
the input to the second hybrid from the measuring arm was suppressed by
£E 2
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FIG 55 CHARACTERISTICS OF A H YBR ID  - T  JUNCTION
switching the waveguide switches In opposite directions and setting the 
blocking attenuator to manamaim, The signal from the reference arm thus 
resulted in equal outputs from the hybrid, The input windings, of the 
1 KHz transformer were connected in opposing senses so that equal outputs 
from the backward di.ode detector produced 1 KHz output „ Since the diode 
detectors and losses in each output arm of the hybrid would not in 
general be identical, it was necessary to adjust the equalizing 
attenuators to produce zero output, indicated by the galvanometer (the 
synchronous detector having previously been adjusted to indicate zero 
output with the 1 KHz reference signal applied to its reference input 
and its signal input terminated only by a resistive pad). The equalizing 
attenuators were also set to such values that the power incident* on each 
detector did not exceed ~30 dBm,
Measurement of Phase Vs Input Power Characteristic
Having aligned the bridge as explained above to give zero synchronous 
detector output for equal comparator hybrid outputs, the waveguide 
switches were set so that the parametric amplifier was in circuit and the 
blocking attenuator set to its minimum, The gain compensating attenuator 
prior to the parametric amplifier had previously been set to counteract 
the gain of the device so that approximately equal signal levels were 
available at the input arms of the second hybrid junction,
The phase changers in the reference arm were then adjusted to give 
zero indication cn the galvanometer. The waveguide switches were then 
reset to insert the calibrated phase changes in circuit in place of the 
parametric amplifier, and without changing the setting of the reference 
phase changers the calibrated phase changers in the measuring arm were 
adjusted to restore zero on the galvanometer. Under these conditions,
the phase change in the branch between the waveguide switches containing 
the calibrated phase changer* was equal to the phase change in the branch 
containing the parametric amplifier plus the extra-passive elements in 
the amplifier connecting circuitry. However, in this experiment we were 
only concerned with the change in phase of the amplifier as a function of 
input power level and hence knowledge of the absolute value of phase due 
to the amplifier alone was not necessary. To avoid errors in the null 
setting due to non-identical power level characteristics of the backward 
diode detectors, the equalizing procedure was carried out before every 
phase measurement, An additional error in the null setting could occur 
if there was appreciable change in level in the measuring arm when 
switching from the active device to the calibrated phase changer, but 
this error was found to be not more than + 0,4° for a change in level up 
to about 20 cLB0 Small fluctuations in the characteristics of the active 
device (mainly the change in junction capacitance due to pump power 
fluctuations) reduced the accuracy of the measured incremental phase 
change with level to about +■ 1 o0°,
following the procedure outlined above, the phase versus input power 
characteristic of the parametric amplifier has been measured and the 
results are plotted in Fig, 56, The phase-frequency response of the 
amplifier has also been measured over a short interval of frequency and 
is shown in Fig, 57* The net value of the derivative of the phase- 
frequency function is virtually the same as that obtained by Nyquist5 s 
method at a frequency of 3.>>925 MHz (of Table III), The A0M„-P.Mo 
transfer coefficient, K , i,e, the derivative of the phase-input power 
characteristic is computed fx*om Fig, 56 and is shown in Fig, 58* (For 
practical purposes It_ is measured as degrees/dB), It will be observed
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From Fig, 58 that A„M0'~PCM« transfer at lor level is almost negligible| 
the transfer coefficient is only measurable when the input level exceeds 
-50 dBm and K tends to become pronounced at about -30 dBm the level.p "
at which the gain compression is almost 1 dB, K is substantially linear1
P
up to about -40 dBm and it is anticipated that the total .input level in 
parametric amplifier will never exceed this level in practiceC! for the 
purpose of calculating the cross modulation ratio> we shall consider the 
measured gain slope in the region 3 >-925‘~,3 > 950 MHz and from Fig, 6f- it 
will be observed that within the 3 dB bandwidth of the amplifier, the 
gain slope is maximum in the frequency interval referred to above,
4*4 Evaluation of Cross-Product Powers d.ue to J L I C o n v e r s i o n
I S\from the measured value of K , El - •=•*’“ 3.3 determined for a value
p 4  2?/
of P = -VO dBm and the cross-modulation ratio (XMR) has been evaluated 
as a function of baseband modulating frequency for three different power 
levels of the interfering carrier, -90 dBm, -73 dBm and *~30 dBm, These 
values are plotted in Fig, 59<»
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The construction of the broad-band parametric amplifier used in this 
experiment is shown in Plate 10 Reactive compensation is achieved by a 
pair of short and open circuited stubs5 the combination presents a band** 
pass filter effect in the signal circuit* The characteristics of the 
amplifier are shown in Eig« 60* The reactance slope of the combined 
elements is adjusted so that it is approximately equal and opposite to 
the reactance slope of the diode elements at the signal frequency* Under 
this condition, the signal circuit sees almost a pure resistive.impedance. 
(negative) over the signal pass-hand; the imaginary part is finite (whose 
slope is almost constant over the signal frequency band)* Theoretically, 
this condition should allow constant gain over the pass-band referred to 
above. The measured gain-frequency response of the amplifier is shown 
in Pig, 61« Eight carriers are allocated at an interval of 25 M s  
(15 MHz, ssh9f* band-width per carrier and 10 MHz guard band between 
successive carriers). As discussed in Chapter 2, third order s.hcf« 
crossproducts i.e, (2fg « f^), (2f^  - f^) and (2^2 “ products. :
will result from the cubic term of the polynomial of equation (32), 
Theoretical predictions suggest that for small signal operation the third 
order products available will be negligible and no suitable apparatus is 
available to estimate the suhcf0 crossproductsa However, two different 
schemes have been adopted to estimate the third, order s„h.f. cross- 
products with input levels much higher than anticipated in practice; 
method (i) is based upon two-carrier ief, spectrum analysis and is more 
accurate than method (ii) which merely indicates the overall output 
spectrum with S input carriers plus a strong transmitter leakage signal.* 
These two methods are described below.
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The ■ theoretical pcan-bendwidtli product as-discussed in- Che,pter-2 cannot - 
be achieved in practice due to the following reasons* (i) the unwanted 
stray reactances introduced in the fabrication or the amplifier, U D  the 
theoretics! value- of cannot he- achieved in practice* However, the pain- 
bandwidth product can be improved by cascading more , than one sta-pe and 
judiciously tuning the amplifier ^ assembly to suit tne system requirements#
The block schematic arrangement is shown in Fig* o2e With the two
carriers set at say 3,925 and 3,950 M s  and throwing the switches to 
1
positions JLA , the amplitude of each carrier is adjusted to a fixed mark
011 the display of the spectrum analyser; the carriers being individually
tracked by the local oscillator and the levels were adjusted by X^ and
X * The total Input level into the parametric amplifier is noted from
the power meter reading and the calibrated attenuator settings,, Wow the
1switches are thrown to position BB where the narrow band-pass filter
r  -j
only allows the third order productj, namely j (2 X 3950 — 3925) = 3,975 Kdhr-, 
which is tracked by the local oscillator. The third order product level 
is now compared, with the carrier level recorded before* The procedure 
outlined above is repeated with different input levels into the parametric 
amplifier and in every measurement it was checked that the input level 
into the mixer and the i,f, did not approach the saturation level. The 
results are tabulated below,
Table V: Third Order S*H,F, Cross Products
Total Input 
Power due to 
Two Carriers
«25 dBm 
-30 "
-32-5 dBm 
-35 dBm
Third Order 
Product 
Relative to 
Each Carrier
■<26 dB 
-30 !
-35 "
..38 51
Accuracy
+ 1 <*5 dB
n
n
Total Input 
Power due to 
Two Carriers
-37*5 dBm 
-40 iT 
-42.5 n
erThird Orde: 
Product '
Relative to j 
Each Carrier-;
iAccuracy
J
-39 dB
-45 ”
Rot
measurable
+ 3 dB 
4- 3 dB
The measured data from Table V are plotted in Pig, 63 and the theoretical 
curve obtained from Pig, 11-14, is also shown for comparison,
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The experimental points are of the right orderQ For high- 
level operation the assumptions used to calculate the third order 
products as shown in Fig,, 11-14 no longer hold and for the levels used 
in this experiment, the cubic approximation of the Taylor*a series, 
expansion of the change-^  volt age characteristic will he unacceptable^ 
furthermore an input level of the order of —30 dBm will cause finite 
flow of diode current giving rise to self bias to the function and 
thereby changes the operating point from the zero-volt condition assumed 
in theoretical calculations * A further degree of uncertainty prevails 
due to the fact that the junction properties of the varaotor used, are 
taken from the average parameters supplied by the manufacturer and it is 
beyond the scope of this work to evaluate the properties of the 
individual diode* Finally and more importantly the accuracy of 
estimating the input level by using the commercial power bridge is 
limitedQ Considering the above points, the deviation between the 
experimental and the theoretical graph of Fig;, 63 is justifiable*
5 .73 Eight“-Carrler_ _S „F 6 SpecArum .Analyzer Method
The block schematic of the experimental set up is shown in Figa 64* 
Eight c.w* carriers. centred at about 3*9 GHz each separated by about 
23 MHz and a transmitter leakage signal at 6*4 GHz are introduced into 
the parametric amplifier. Each carrier source is provided with its own 
level set attenuator so that the level of the individual carrier can be 
adjusted independently* The total carrier level can be adjusted by the 
calibrated attenuator following the power meter in the ¥G- 11 run* 
Transmitter leakage signal is coupled to the main ¥G- 11 run througn a 
3 dB* coupler and a power meter connection is provided in the 6.,4 G-Hs line
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FIG 6 4 .  BLOCK SCHEMATIC OF TH E  EIGHT-CARRIER EXPERIM ENTAL SET UP
1to monitor the leakage power* The 3> bxipior lb.
¥G: 11 will not couple half power at 6C4 GHz due to ovarmodingc, The 
coupling ratio has been determined experimentally and was of the order 
of 6 d3# irrangement was made to bypass the parametric amplifier in 
each measurement so that the intermodulation spectra due to the measuring 
system can also be observed* In order to improve the sensitivity of the 
system, a- low-noise travelling wave tube amplifier was used before the 
spectrum analyzer* T/ith the carriers set at their proper frequencies, 
the levels were equalled by adjusting the individual attenuator 
associated with the carrier generators.. The total carrier level is 
gradually increased until the intermodulation spectrum is visibly the 
transmitter leakage power is increased In step, namely 10, 50 and 100 mW 
and the int ermodulat ion spectra falling within J r3  GHz is studied* Trie 
results are displayed in Plates 2~5o The power level indicated in these 
plates represents the tcrtal carrier power due to eight carriers * Prom 
the plates referred to above, it appears that the transmitter leakage has 
110 deleterious effect on the performance of the particular amplifier 
under examination* The eight-carrier test has been performed to indicate 
the overall sch.f. spectrum and more importantly to observe the effect 
of transmitter leakage.
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P
PLATE 3. MULTI-CARRIER PERFORMANCE OF A BROAD-BAND NONDEGENERATE
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER.
NEG RES 14795
22
25MHz/cm
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER BYPASSED PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER IN THE CIRCUIT
CARRIER POWER,P| =P2= PQ  ^50  dBm,
P
TRANSMITTER LEAKAGE, Pt  = lOmW
TRANSMITTER LEAKAGE, Pt -  5QmWCARRIER POWER ,P, = P.
CARRIER POWER, P| = P2 = ••• Pg 50dBm, TRANSMITTER LEAKAGE, Pt  = lOOmW
P
PLATE 4. MULTI-CARRIER PERFORMANCE OF A BROAD-BAND NONDEGENERATE
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER
NEG RES 14796
RESEARCH REPO RT 2 IIII
SCALE
rvj 25M H z/cm
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER BYPASSED PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER IN THE CIRCUIT
TRANSMITTER LEAKAGE, R = lOmW40dBm ,CARRIER POWER,R = P,
CARRIER POWER,P, = P2= . . .  P g ^ 4 0 d B m , TRANMITTER LEAKAGE; Pt = 50mW
P
CARRIER POWER P| = P2 = ••• Pg^Pl-OdBm TRANSMITTER LEAKAGE Pt  = lOOmW
P
PLATES. M ULTI-CARRIER PERFORMANCE OF A BROAD-BAND NONDEGENERATE
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER
NEG RES 14 797
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6. C0IICLUSI0II3
Theoretical investigations * followed by experimental verifications* 
have been carried out to determine the amount of intenaodulation products 
resulting from the nonlinearity of the varactor diode» group delay 
distortion and the A.M.~F.M. conversion in a brood-baad nondegenerate 
parametric amplifier designed to handle multiple fna carriers• For 
received carrier level (-90 to *80 dBm) at a satellite ground station, 
the intermodulation noise due to varactor nonlinearity and A.M.-P.M. 
conversion is several orders of magnitude smaller than the down path 
thermal noise contribution expected in the receiver# The group delay 
distortion is well within the C.C.I.B. recommendation for international 
cosiaercial circuits* The transmitter leakage appears to have no 
deleterious effects on the performance of the amplifier investigated*
From the results available* it would appear <pdt@ suitable to use 
a parametric amplifier at the front end of a ground station receiver 
designed to handle multiple access f~m signals in the presence of & 
transmitter leakage at about 6*k GHs*
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SOr.ZS ASPECTS C? INTERN ODIJL ATI ON DISTORTION IN A PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER
HANDLING MULTIPLE EH CARRIERS 
D. CHAKRABORTY
Abstract
A method has been developed to estimate theoretically the amount of inter­
modulation distortion which may result from the non-linear charge/voltage relation­
ship of the p-n junction of a varactor in a broad-band non-degenerate parametric 
amplifier handling multiple EM carriers in the presence of a comparatively strong 
interfering source, e.g. the leakage arising from the transmitter in a communication 
satellite earth station. The charge/voltage relationship of the varactor is 
approximated by a cubic polynomial and the coefficients of the polynomial are derived 
by minimizing the error between the polynomial and the intrinsic charge/voltage 
relationship of the varactor. The modulation index of the EM carrier is derived 
from the G.C.I.R. recommendations based on Holbrook and Dixon's load rating theory.
A general description of the intermodulation theory is given and the cubic polynomial 
is then evaluated with the aid of a digital computer for eight EM carriers, a pump 
signal and an interfering signal arising from the transmitter leakage at about 
6.4 GHz.
The output power-frequency spectrum of a theoretical amplifier is studied wiohin 
the frequency limits of 3 to 5 GHz with the modulation applied on the fourth carrier 
alone while the remaining carriers are unmodulated. The group delay characteristic 
of the amplifier is computed and the computed results are compared with tne 
experimental values obtained by Nyquist's method. Experiments have also been 
carried out to examine the multi—carrier behaviour of the amplifier.
Introduction
Eor a future satellite communication system it seems likely that the bandwidth 
of the earth-station receiver^ will be of the order of 500 MHz in ohe frequency
The author is with Post Office Research Station, Dollis Hill, London, N.v/.2.
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band centred around 4*000 MHz and each earth station receiver will be expected to 
receive a number of* frequency—modulated carriers from a multiple access synchronous 
satellite.
Clearly, from the economical and operational point of view it will be advanta­
geous to accommodate the entire received frequency spectrum or at least the majority 
of the carriers referred to above in a common low-noise first stage amplifier. At
present most of the earth-station receivers in existence employ helium-cooled
travelling wave masers having a 3 dB bandwidth of some 25-50 MHz. Future use of
masers is likely to be restricted by the difficulties of achieving bandwidths
exceeding 100 MHz in practical amplifiers. On the other hand the theoretical gain-
2bandwidth product of a single-diode non-degenerate parametric amplifier looks 
promising. Experimental evidence suggests that the theoretically predicted gain- 
bandwidth product can be approached in practice^ when allowance is made for the 
practical limitations imposed by the actual fabrication of the amplifier. Further­
more it is possible to reduce the noise temperature of a non-degenerate parametric 
amplifier by cooling the diode and its associated components including the oiroulator 
to the boiling point of liquid helium. An overall noise temperature of less than 
20°K has been achieved with an experimental narrow-band nondegenerate helium-cooled 
parametric amplifier. '
It is important to examine the intermodulation products due to frequency mixing 
in the varactor diode and the inherent phase-distortion due to the reactive networks 
associated with the diode.
In the following sections a method has been developed to assess theoretically 
the amount of amplitude distortion which may result from the intermixing in a 
varactor diode of a number of wide-deviation frequency-modulated carriers, a strong 
pump signal and an interfering source due to transmitter leakage. The group delay 
characteristic of the amplifier is computed and the results are compared with the 
measured values.
Experiments have been carried out to assess the multi—carrier performance of
IF
the amplifier by a two-carrie^ method and an eight-carrier SHF spectrum, analyzer 
method.
Intermodulation Distortion due to Varactor Non-linearity
In a varactor diode parametric amplifier the non-linearity arises from the
capacitance/voltage relationship. The functional relationship is inverse cubic for 
a linearly graded diode and inverse quadratic for an abrupt junction diode. For 
commercially available diodes the junctions are approximately linearly graded. The 
theory of parametric amplifier is based upon small signal approximation, i.e. the 
terms higher than the linear term of the expansion of the charge/voltage character­
istic are ignored for the calculation of the gain-bandwidth and noise. The approxi­
mation is fair as far as the gain-bandwidth is concerned; the additional noise that 
may arise due to the intermixing of all the input frequencies, namely a number of 
carrier signals, an unwanted interfering signal and the pump signal can not, however, 
be estimated by the linearized approximation. In order to estimate the additional 
noise referred to anove, the terms higher than the linear term of the charge/voltage 
relationship of the varactor must be considered.
Theoretically speaking, infinite frequency components will be generated when 
higher order terms are taken into consideration. However, we shall oonfine our 
attention to the unwanted components falling upon the operating passband of the 
amplifier and thereby appear as a source of cross-product noise.
Mathematical Model of a Varactor Diode
The charge/voltage relationship of a varactor diode can be represented by 
the following expression,
Q T = p [q (v )]   (1)
where is the total charge stored in the p-n junction capacitance of the
varactor diode and F is an analytic function within the useful domain of
the charge/voltage characteristic of the varactor diode, e.g. -1V to 1V region for
a practical device. If the charge equilibrium in the reverse biased p-n junction
of the varactor is disturbed by superimposing a number of carrier signals, a
A
comparatively strong r.f. pump voltage of amplitude V (peak) at an angular
A • \
frequency « , and an interfering voltage of amplitude Vr (peak) at an angular 
P
frequency due to the transmitter leakage, the charge distribution across the
Varactor diode junction will be modified* This modification can be expressed by 
the Taylor*s series expansion which is bounded and expressed as a oubic polynomial,
p [<3( v ) j  -  q (v o) + r ,  ( v s ) + (v s ) 2 + ( v s ) 3 (2)
where and are the first, second and third order differential coefficients
of the charge/voltage characteristic of the varactor respectively and
A
m
A s— “
V = V co3 w t + V cos w t + } A 
s p P T r / _  s
s=1
sin j (w + 6 a cos cj t)dt ' s s vs vs 7 .. (3)
't/llAg is the amplitude of the s f-m carrier,
tilis the modulation index in the s carrier,
"fcll
a is the angular carrier frequency of the s carrier, s
&>vs is the maximum baseband frequency in the s ^  carrier*
The expression within the square bracket in equation (3) when expanded will 
represent the infinite frequency spectrum of an PM wave* In practice the amplitudes 
of the higher order sideband frequencies will fall off rapidly depending on the value 
of the modulation index 6 • and hence the information content of the higher order
s
sidebands will be negligible* However, the significant order of the sideband cannot 
be predicted unless 0Q is, evaluated. This will be dealt with later on.
Voltage/capacitance Relationship of the Varactor
The p-n junction voltage/capacitance relationship of a varactor diode is given 
by the following expression
C.(0)
C.(V) = ----a— —      *.....  U )
J
where C.(0) is the zero-volt static junction capacitance,
J
V is the applied bias voltage,
fi is the contact potential and is dependent on the semiconductor material,
i
n is dependent on the diode fabrication.
Por a typical diode n is 2*7 and 0 is unity*
Since C = 4^ , it follows that 
d  V *
Q(V) =.Jo tm
100,(0) 
av = — 2—
n-1 11 -  1 - 3
n-1
n
(5)
and the constant of integration is so chosen that Q(0) = 0, Equation (5) can be 
differentiated successively to evaluate Y ' and Y_, Y, can be obtained from 
equation (4) relative to a fixed bias point. As the varactor operating point shifts 
along the chosen region of operation, the coefficients referred to above must be 
determined for dynamic condition. The values of the differential coefficients are
computed by the method of least squares . 
Let f(V) = a + bV + cV2 + dV3 (6)
be a cubic approximation to the function Q(V). The best fit at a set of points on 
the curve of Q(V) versus V is obtained by minimizing the function
$ (a,b,c,d) = ^_|^(Vi) - Q(Vij ranging frQm _1V tQ iy
where the coefficients of a,b,c and d are solved by equating
and the equations to be solved are;
- Q ( V
\
XI f < v i > Q ( V  | \ 2'
Q ( v . ) } v , 3
(7)
( 8 )
which reduces to
aX  Vi°+ bX  Vi + ° X  Vi2 + Vi3 =
1 i i i
* 1  *1 *  ‘ I V  *  " I  V  *  £ V  ■  I \  « v
i - i i i
*1 V*»IV * -IV* £V -iv/ «v
i i i i
a X Vi 3 + bX Vi 4  + “ I /  + dX  Vi 6 = X ^  9(V i )
( 9 )
The coefficients a,b,c and d can be solved from four independent equations as 
shown in (9)* ^or the particular diode used equation (9) has been computed within 
the range -1V to 1V at an interval of 0.2V and a good approximation to the funotion 
«(V) was found to be
Q(V) = | -0.0258 + 0.9303 V + 0.3477 V2 + 0.2852 V5j 0^(0) = f(V) ..... (10)
for optimum gain-bandwidth product it is desirable to operate the varactor at zero 
volt bias then,
V = (0 + V )   (11)s
The computed values of the coefficients derived by the least square method are:
a = -0.0258 ■'i
b = 0.9303
' c (0) ....
c = 0.3477 3
d = 0.2852 "
Determination of the Modulation Parameters
For the present analysis a hypothetical system has been assumed with the 
following characteristics: 8 carriers spaced 25 MHz apart, each carrier with a
bandwidth-allooation of - 7*5 MHz, corresponding to 240 telephone channels on each 
carrier. The parametric amplifier used for the first stage of the receiver would 
have a pump frequency of about 34£Hz typical for such an amplifier. It is also
/
assumed that 100 ml7 of power at 6.4 GHz will leak into amplifier from a high 
power transmitter (i.e. a transmitter power of 10 klY and a diplexer discrimination 
of 50 dB).
The s.h.f. input frequency spectrum is shown in Fig. 1.
In a frequency division mul tipi ex-frequency modulation (FDM/FM) system, the
choice of the modulation index © (peak test tone deviatioiy'maximum frequency ins
the baseband) is a critical design parameter for the system. This is an inter­
dependent system design parameter affecting the overall system performance. It is 
closely linked with
(a) the traffic capacity
(b) the r.f. bandwidth assigned to each carrier
(c) the overall receiving system carrier-to-noise ratio.
It is necessary to make some assumptions about the traffic characteristies, 
based upon measurements of actual traffic. Empirical relationships were derived
5
by Holbrook and Dixon . It is preferable for this investigation to refer to the
C.C.I.R. recommendation*. Here it is assumed that during the busy hour the multiplex 
signal can be represented by a uniform-spectrum signal, the mean power absolute 
level of which, at a point of zero relative level is equal to (-15 + 10 log^N) dBm 
for 240 channels or more, and (-1 + 4 log^N) dBm for 12-239 channels, where N is 
the total number of telephone channels. A load rating curve based on Holbrook and 
Dixon together with C.C.I.R. recommendations are shown for comparison in Fig. 2.
The frequency deviation of the modulated carrier is proportional to the 
modulating voltage and it is usual to refer this voltage to a standard 1000 Hz test 
tone of 1 mW level in 600 ohms (0 dBmO) in a telephone channel.
For the example considered where N = 240 the aggregate power level is therefore
8.8 dBmO (i.e. 8,8 dB above test tone level). Hence the rms deviation of the
8 8aggregate signal (Af) is antilog x test tone deviation (5f) i.e. 2.76 $f*
For a 240 channel .system the maximum frequency in the baseband (^ys)
1.052 MHz. According to Carson's rule ** the required SHF Bandwidth per carrier is 
given by
* C.C.I.R. recommendation 393* Geneva 19&3* Note 8. 
*# J. R. Carson, Unpublished Memo 28.8.1939*
7*
Bff = 2 (3.1 Af + fv3) .........   (13)
where Af is the rms value of the carrier deviation,
f is maximum frequency in the baseband,
3.1 is a crest factor (i.e. quasi-peak to rms voltage ratio).
Af = 2.76 8 t  and M  = 15 MHz
Therefore Sf « O.76 MHz (rms) = O.76 J2 = 1.08 MHz (peak)
Hence the modulation index in the highest frequency telephone channel 9 iss
given by:
1.052
Table I summarises the above calculations.
Table I - SYSTEM PARAMETERS
(1^
No. of telephone channels per carrier (N) 240
SHF bandwidth per carrier (BV7) 15 MHz
Maximum baseband frequency in the s 1^ carrier (fys) 1.052 MHz
Peak deviation of the composite signal (3*1 Af) 6.5 MHz
rms test-tone deviation 8 f(rms) O.76 MHz
Peak test-tone deviation 8f (peak) 1.08 MHz
"til
Modulation index for the s carrier 3 1 approx.
General Description of Intermodulation
A generalized theoretical model of a varactor diode type parametric amplifier
is shown in Fig. 3 where the diode is enclosed inside a four-terminal network whose
gain function is defined by &(«) = F [z(«)j , Rs is the varactor spreading
resistance and R and R~ are the source and load impedance respectively. The 
8
gain function is dependent on the negative resistance R and for a circulator type 
of amplifier is simply the square of the voltage reflection coefficient.
From the definition of the transducer gain
/ * Power dissipated in the load impedance atu _ 
' ' “ Maximum power available at u
p («) p0(")
8
2 ( \ +V S)'
8
(15)
8.
Therefore the power available in the output load impedance at an angular
I(u) 2 R 2 . G(w)
frequency, w , is equal t o ------------------- ; (R -► R for high gain).
hR s
The gain-frequency response has been calculated for an amplifier with a 
single filter element and the computed result is shown in Pig. 4.
The basic principle involved in the generation of spurious frequency components
8 9in a non-linear system were investigated in the past 9 . In order to make the 
problem managable the f*m. spectrum must be assumed to converge within a 
reasonable frequency spread. That this is justified will be evident from equation
(16) and Table II where the Bessel*s coefficients are listed,
TABLE II
n Jn(l) n Jn(l)
0 . 0.76519769
1 0.A4005059
2 0.11490348
3 0.01956335
4 0.00247664
5 0.00024976
6 0.00002094
7 0.00000150
8 0.00000009
9 0.00000001
The power available from a particular order of sideband is proportional to the 
square of the corresponding order of the Bessel*s coefficient and clearly the 
signal power available on any sideband higher than the 9th order sideband is of 
no significance.
The equation giving total current available at the varactor input due 
to the superimposition of eight f-m carriers, a pump signal and the interfering 
transmitter leakage is as follows:-
~ dt {^r} ~
a«(v0)
dt
Y1 —  11 dt
A A
V cos o> t + V cos w t
P P T T /  A f ) sin w tZ._ s 1 o' s s
S = T  \
7
X  Jn^9s^  sin + n "vs^ 11 + (~1)n sin ("s " n "vs) t})
n=1
Y2 J_ 
21 dt
A A v-  /
V cos «_t + V cos u t + y A ( J (© ) sin u t 
P P T t Z—  s y o' s' s
s=1
X  W  { sin ("s + n "vs) * + (-1)“ sin («8 - n uya) t})
n=1
+ n  ±
31 dt Vp COS «pt .+ ^  COS + X As ( W  sin . V
S=1
X  Jn^9s^  { sin W^S + n<yvs) * + “^1^ n sin ^ 8  " n wvs^  t n^T 1
(16)
where Jn(®s) is ihc Bessel function of 1st kind, order n, argument ©s(« l)« 
The first term on the right-hand side of equation (16) is zero as Q(Vq) is fixed 
charge across the varactor. The components in the second term comprise
r A A
Y1 -V « sin (i) t - V w sin wt + A, J (l) <y. cos w.t 
L P P  p t r t 1 o' ' 1 1
+ A1 Jj(l) (^+(Jvl) cos - A1 ^(1) ( c ) cos
+ A1 J2(1) («  ^+2wv1) cos (w1+2«v1)t + A^gCl) cos ( w ^ a ^ t
  ]
which are clearly due to the fundamental of, each of the input frequencies and 
their sidebands; the power available at the output of the parametrio amplifier
10.
w i l l  c o m p r i s e
]
These components carry the wanted signal information* Examining the third term 
it will be found that the components comprise the square of the individual 
inputs which after trigonometric expansion will yield the second harmonic of the 
individual input frequency and a set of first order sum and difference frequencies 
namely
and the corresponding power at the output of the amplifier will not fall 
within the desired signal passband of the amplifier (provided that uT is not
from the central source of energy, in this case the charge across the non-linear 
capacitance and hence can cause gain compression under certain conditions.
(" +“1)> (w2_wlt ("2+a,v2“V
T
approximately 2<y^ ••• etc*)* Nevertheless these components derive their power
Finally the cubic term will give rise to the third harmonic of the individual input 
frequencies plus a component of the fundamental as for example
,3 3« ,3
3
Since ■fL 1
3
cos w t is derived from the original carrier frequency 
1
u) i t  is of trivial interest as far as mtermodulation distortion is concerned.
The third harmonic component will not cause intermodulation but may lead to gain 
compression* Differentiating the fourth term of equation (16) and completing the 
trigonometric expansion it will he found that the frequencies are of the following 
form
3«, 3*,, 3(«1-h»v1), ..........................................
(wp+ + ^  ) ,   (Wp+ b)T ) , ' .....................................
(2Up-6>r )> (2^-c^), (2^-oip), (2«2-oi1), (2w3-w2), .... (20)3-0^), ......
(c^+o^-o^), (w2+«3“\)> ..............
However, the third harmonic components will not cause any interference as they will 
be well outside the desired signal passband of the amplifier. The most serious 
source of interference is the set of frequencies namely
(2^- ^ ) ,  (2w1-«2), (2uj-o2)9 ........ (awQ-Wj) and (o^  + ^ -o^), (a>2+^-a>^), ...... ,
known as the third order intermodulation products some of which will lie within 
the passband of the amplifier and will appear as unwanted cross-product noise in 
the amplifier. The extent of this interference has been calculated by solving 
equation (16) with the aid of a digital computer and multiplying the current 
component thus obtained by the equivalent source impedance and the amplitude of the 
gain-function of the amplifier at the particular frequency concerned (equation 15)• 
The extent of distortion has been computed for the following conditions,
Carrier pov/er P>j=P2=P^=..... =^8= ~90,-70>~50 and -40 dBm
• Pump power Pp = 17 dBm
Transmitter leakage power P = 20 dBm
Modulation index  = ©3 = 1
Wv1 wv2 wv3 wv8
Maximum modulation frequency -7^ - .....= ~2tt ~ ^
Computer programmed for modulation on the fourth carrier alone and the 
remaining carriers unmodulated.
. 1 2 .
ilis computer results have been analysed and the amplifier output power 
frequency spectrum calculated from equation (15) within the frequency range 
3 to $ GHz• The power levels of the intermodulation products available at 
the output of the parametric amplifier relative to the power levels of the 
carriers and sideband frequencies for four different input power levels referred 
above are shown in Pig. 7 and 8.
G-roup Delay Characteristics of the Parametric Amplifier
When frequency modulated waves are transmitted through passive nety/orks the 
instantaneous modulation frequency of the current through the circuit differs 
from the original modulation frequency of the source voltage, this gives rise to 
distortion in the baseband signals. The change in the modulation frequency is 
dependent on the phase characteristic of the netv/ork in question. For a circuit 
having linear phase-frequency relationship, the change in the modulation frequency 
is zero and hence the circuit is free from distortion due to phase nonlinearity. 
However, linear phase-frequency networks are rarely encountered in practice, in 
the UHF and SHF bands. In a reflection type microwave parametric amplifier the 
voltage gain is given by
Ltj\a)s -* 0
The group delay function of a single element filter type parametric amplifier 
is computed and the results are shov/n in Fig.
P (17)
where Z '^ wsj impedance looking into the parametric amplifier
(the real part of which is negative; cf. Fig. k)
R is the equivalent source impedances.
The phase angle of the voltage reflection coefficient is
(18)
and from first principle the group delay is
s
(19)
13.
Experimental Determination of the Group Delay Characteristics of the 
Parametric Amplifier
The equipment used to measure the group delay in an experimental broadband
10 11 
parametric amplifier is based upon Nyquist*s principle • In this equipment ,
group delay of the parametric amplifier is measured by means of a microwave
carrier which is frequency modulated with a modulating signal at 1 MHz. The change
of phase delay of the demodulated signal relative to the original 1 MHz signal,
before and after the insertion of the amplifier in the measuring arm, is the
group delay of the amplifier under test.
A supsheterodyne system is used so that amplification can be obtained at the 
constant intermediate frequency without variation of group delay and at the same 
time low signal level may be maintained at the input of the parametric amplifier 
to avoid saturation. A simplified block schematic arrangement of the apparatus 
is shown in Fig. 10. A A signal klystron is frequency modulated on the 
reflector by a 1 MHz crystal oscillator. The amplifier and its coaxial input and 
output leads are connected between two waveguide change-over switohes. A variable 
attenuator is used immediately before the parametric amplifier, the attenuator is 
set numerically equal to the gain of the amplifier so that the comparison between 
the measuring arm and the reference arm is made with equal signal level. The 70 MHz 
IF amplifier is provided with automatic gain control to suppress any amplitude 
variation of the source Klystron and gain variation of the parametric amplifier.
It has been found by experiments that a level of -60 dBm at the input of ohe 
parametric amplifier allows consistent measurements; at this level the parametric 
amplifier behaviour is substantially linear and the phase is almost independent 
of power. The time-constant of the AGC loop in the IF amplifier is long, and a 
limiter using germanium diodes is employed to suppress the amplitude modulation.
The 1 MHz output from the 70 MHz discriminator is passed via a band-pass filter, to 
an uncalibrated phase changer, which is used in setting up initial conditions.
This is followed by a feedback amplifier and a phase changer calibrated m  terms 
of group delay. Finally the signal is fed to a phase comparator, where its phase 
compared with that of the 1 MHz from the crystal oscillator. The output ox
is
1A-.
ohe phase comparator is fed to the null indicating meter for point by point
measurement. The phase comparator is of the modulator type, in which’the sum and
difference of two voltages (modulation signal through the device and the original
1 MHz from the crystal oscillator) whose phase difference is to be measured are
separately rectified and the resulting d.c. outputs subtracted. Tihen the phase 
+ odifference is - 90 the output is zero and for other phase differences the output 
is proportional to the variation from 90° provided that this is small. The actual 
point by point measurement of group delay is carried out by inserting the para­
metric amplifier in the measuring arm and annuling its gain by the attenuator in 
front of the amplifier; the uncalibrated phase changer is set for a null in the 
indicator, the waveguide switches are then changed over to the reference arm and 
the null is restored by adjusting the calibrated phase changer. A similar opera­
tion is repeated with the passive elements of the measuring arm, namely the wave­
guide run, the coaxial leads and the 4 port coaxial circular of the parametric 
amplifier which on subtraction from the previous result yields the net group delay 
of the amplifier* The following table shows the measured net group delay of the 
parametric amplifier.
Table III: Measured Group Delay
Frequency MHz Group Delay nS Error
3,800 5.10
■f.
- 0,4 nS throughout
3,825 7.95 Note;- The measuring level was -60 dBm
3,850 6.25
3,875 4.45
3,900 . 4.10 '
3,925 5.80
3,950 6.30
3,975 5.65
The error quoted above is somewhat higher than anticipated; this is 
partly attributed towards the gain fluctuations of the parametric amplifier.
A polynomial function fitted through the measured data points and is 
plot oed in Fig. 11, The difference in the theoretical and experimental values 
of group delay, as shown in Figs. 9 and 11, can he attributed to the fact that in 
the experimental amplifier the element values (mainly the junction capacitance) 
are somewhat different from the manufacturer*s data. However, the accuraoy 
of the group delay measurement has been verified by a straightforward phase bridge 
method. The oomputed derivative of the phase-frequency funotion obtained by the 
independent method yields virtually the same results as those obtained by the 
group cblay apparatus. Therefore the measured group delay has been used for 
further computations. The polynomial function of Fig. 11 is successively 
differentiated to give $*(&)_) and (w ); these are plotted in Fig. 12 and
5 S
Fig. 1 3 respectively.
Experiments on Multi-Carrier Performance of the Amplifier
The characteristics of the experimental amplifier g^y^ Fig, 14,
Reactive compensation is achieved by a pair of short and open circuited stubs; 
the combination presents a bandpass filter effect in the signal oirouit. The 
reactance slope of the combined elements is adjusted so that it is approximately 
equal and opposite to the reactance slope of the diode elements at the signal 
frequency. Under this condition, the signal circuit sees almost a pure resistive 
impedance (negative) over the signal pass-band; the imaginary part is finite 
(whose slope is almost constant over the signal frequency band). Theoretically, 
this condition should allow constant gain over the pass-band referred to above.
The measured gain-frequency response of the amplifier is shown in Fig. 15* Eight 
carriers are allocated at an interval of 25 MHz (15 MHz, SHF bandvridth per 
carrier and 10 MHz guard band between successive carriers). As discussed before, 
third order SHF crossproducts i.e. (2f2 - f^), (2f^ - f2) and (f^  + “ ^3)
type products will result from the cubic term of the polynomial of equation (16). 
Theoretical predictions suggest that for low level operation the third order 
products available will be negligible and no suitable apparatus is available to 
estimate the SHF orossproducts. However, two different schemes have been adopted
to estimate the third order SHF crossproducts with input levels higher than 
anticipated in practice; method (i) is based upon two-carrier IF spectrum 
analysis and is more accurate than method (ii) which merely indicates the 
overall output spectrum with 8 input carriers plus a strong transmitter leakage 
signal. These two methods are described below.
Two-Carrier IF Method
The block schematic arrangement is shown in Fig. 16. With the two carriers
A
set at say 3*925 and 3*950 MHz and throwing the switches to positions AA , the 
amplitude of each carrier is adjusted to a fixed mark on the display of the 
spectrum analyser; the carriers being individually tracked by the local oscillator 
and the levels were adjusted by and total input level into the
parametric amplifier is noted from the power meter reading and the calibrated
j
attenuator settings. Now the switches are thrown to position BB where the 
narrow band-pass filter only allows the third order product, namely 
|(2 x 3950 - 3925) = 3*975 MHz J, which is tracked by the local oscillator. The 
third order product level is now compared with the carrier level recorded before. 
The procedure outlined above is repeated with different input levels into the 
parametric amplifier and'.in every measurement it was checked that the input level 
into the mixer and the IF stage did not approach the saturation level. The result: 
are tabulated below.
Table IV: Third Order SHF Cross Products
Total Input 
Power due 
to Two Carriers
Third Order 
Product 
Relative to 
Each Carrier
Accuracy
Total Input 
Power due 
to Two Carriers
Third Order 
Product 
Relative to 
Each Carrier
Accuracy
-25 dBm -26 dB - 1.5 <3B
0K'V1 1 V.M O It -37.5 dBm -39 dB i 3 dB
-3.25 dBm -35 " II -40 " -45 " i 3 dB
-35 dBm 1 CO II -42.5 " Hot
measurable
The measured data from Table IV are plotted in Fig. 17 and the theoretical 
curve obtained from Fis. 5—8, is also shown for comparison.
17.
m e  experimental curve has the tendency of converging towards the 
theoretical curve at lower input levels. This suggests that for high-level 
operation the assumptions used to calculate the third order products as shown in 
Figs. 5-8 are partly invalidated.and for the levels used in this experiment, the 
cubic approximation of the Taylor’s series expansion of the change-voltage 
characteristic will be unacceptable; furthermore an input level of the order of 
-30 dBm will cause finite flow of diode current giving rise to self bias to the 
junction and thereby changes the operating point from the zero-volt condition 
assumed in theoretical calculations. A further degree of uncertainty prevails due 
to the fact that the'junction properties of the varactor used, are taken from the 
average parameters supplied by the manufacturer and it is beyond the scope of 
this work to evaluate the properties of the individual diode. Finally and more 
importantly the accuracy of estimating the input level by using the commercial 
power bridge is limited. Considering the above points, the deviation between the 
experimental and the theoretical graph of Fig. 17 is justifiable.
Eight-Carrier S.H.F. Spectrum Analyzer Method
The block schematic of the experimental set up is shown in Fig. 18.
Eight c.w. carriers centred at about 3.9 GHz each separated by about 25 MHz and a 
transmitter leakage signal at 6.4 GHz are introduced into the parametric amplifier. 
Each carrier source is provided with its own level set attenuator so that the 
level of the individual carrier can be adjusted independently. The total carrier 
level can be adjusted by the calibrated attenuator following the power meter in 
the WG- run. Transmitter leakage signal is coupled to the main Y/G run through a 
3 dB couple and a power meter connection is provided in the 6.4 GHz line to monitor 
the leakage power. The coupling ratio of the 3 dB coupler in the main \7G will not 
couple half power at 6.4 GHz due to overmoding. The coupling ratio has been 
determined experimentally and was of the order of 6 dB. Arrangement was made to 
bypass the parametric amplifier in each measurement so that the intermodulation 
spectra due to the measuring system can also be observed. In order to improve 
the sensitivity of the system, a low-noise travelling wave tube amplifier was used 
before the spectrum analyzer. With the carriers set at their proper frequencxes,
1 8 .
the levels were equalled by adjusting the individual attenuator associated with 
the carrier generators. The total carrier level is gradually increased until the 
intermodulation spectrum is visible; the transmitter leakage power is increased in 
step, namely 10, 50 and 100 m¥ and the intermodulation spectra falling within 
3-5 GHz is studied.. The results are displayed in Plate 1. Prom the plate 
referred to above, it appears that the transmitter leakage has no deleterious 
effect on the performance of the particular amplifier under examination. The 
eight-carrier test has been performed to indicate the overall s.h.f. spectrum and 
more importantly to observe the effect of transmitter leakage.
Conclusions
Theoretical investigations, followed by experimental verifications, have 
been carried out to determine the amount of intermodulation products resulting 
from the nonlinearity of the varactor diode and the group delay characteristics 
in a broad-band nondegenerate parametric amplifier designed to handle multiple 
f-m carriers. For received carrier level (-90 to -80 dBm) at a satellite ground 
station, the inter-modulation noise due to varactor nonlinearity is several orders 
of magnitude smaller than the down path thermal noise contribution expected in 
the receiver. The group delay characteristic is well within the C.C.I.R. 
recommendation for international commercial circuits. The transmitter leakage 
appears to have no deleterious effects on the performance of the amplifier 
investigated.
From the results available, it would appear quite suitable to use a parametric 
amplifier at the front end of a ground station receiver designed to handle 
multiple access f-m signals in the presence of a transmitter leakage at about 
6.4 GHz. However, for an operational system, it is recommended that the pump 
frequency of the parametric amplifier should be greater than 20 GHz and in the 
event of the varactor being pumped by more than one frequency source, the difference 
should not exceed 1 GHz. As a further protection, it is also recommended that 
diplexing with adequate discrimination of the transmitter leakage is provided.
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CROSS-MODULATION OF F.M. SISALS DUE TO A.M.-P.M.
CONVERSION IN LOW-NOISE T.W.T.s, T.D.A.s AND 
PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIERS
(Experiments have been carried out to determine the a.m.-p.m. transfer coefficients 
ft t .w.ts, t.d*as, and broad-band parametric amplifiers and the measured coeffic­
ients have been used to calculate the cross-modulation ratio for various input 
power levels) •
In communication links, one of the major sources of cross-talk between f-m 
carriers is due to a.m.-p.m. conversion present in the active device. In general, 
a.m.-p.m. conversion takes place at all levels of input power but its effect becomes 
noticeable when the input power approaches saturation level. If the effective 
electrical length, L, of an active device is power dependent, it is assumed that 
the phase angle can be expressed by the following power series expansion,
+ = fl(P) = f  {.„♦ +  )   (1)
t 211a. v
Hence SP; — J if P is not too large  (2)
E2
For a sine wave of amplitude E applied to the device P = where Z is the
V o
E
input impedance of the device and therefore 8P s —  SE.
o
Hepce from (2) 8<f> = | ~  ^  E5E = E8E  .......   (3)
K 1
o
Putting 8<p = Kp (¥)■
then || E = C.,E2 = 2K.,P = Kp.   M
K is a measure of a.m.—p.m. transfer coefficient and is dependent on power 
P
level. .
1 •
/
1
An analysis has been carried out to determine the effect of K on
P
intelligible cross-talk between a frequency modulated carrier and an initially 
unmodulated carrier* Prom this, a cross modulation ratio (XMR) has been defined 
as the ratio of the peak phase modulation appearing on the initially unmodulated 
carrier to the input peak phase modulation on the modulated carrier. (XMR) is 
expressed in dB’s as
(XMR) = 20 log1() ( e ^ P j g f ^  \   (5)
where is the input power of the modulated carrier, f is the modulation
( \frequency of this carrier and g = I ~  I* wil®**e K is the voltage gain factor of
C
the device at the modulated input carrier frequency and g^  is the voltage gain 
slope (linear) at this frequency* is computed from straightforward phase- 
input power measurements*
The block schematic arrangement of the precision phasebridge is shown in 
Pig. 1* To increase the sensitivity of the system pin diode switches and a 
synchronous detector were used* A further degree of sensitivity was achieved by 
using backward diode detectors (BDD). In order to avoid unwanted phase modulation 
at the input of the device and to enhance the sensitivity of the system, pin diode 
switches were employed in the measuring and reference arms prior to the second 
hybrid-T junction. Amplitude modulation of the s.h.f* carrier was achieved by 
1 kHz square wave pulses applied to the switches* The pulses were also used to 
trigger the synchronous detector before the galvanometer. The second hybrid-T in 
conjunction with the equalizing attenuators, backward diode detectors and 
associated circuitry for the 1 kHz output, functioned as a phase comparator, and 
was adjusted so that when the s.h.f* signals from the reference and measure arms
7Twe^ *e — radian out of phase at the input to the hybrid, zero signal was recorded in 
the indicator galvanometer since for the ^ radian phase difference, equal outputs 
are obtained at each output port of the hybrid. After setting the input signal , 
to the required frequency and adjusting the carrier level at the input of the device 
under examination, the input to the second hybrid from the measuring arm was 
suppressed by switching the waveguide switches in opposite directions and setting 
the blocking attenuator to maximum. The signal from the reference arm thus 
resulted in equal outputs from the hybrid. The input windings of the 1 kHz 
transformer were connected in opposing senses so that equal outputs from the 
backward diode detector produced zero 1 kHz output. Since the diode detectors and
2 .
losses in each output arm of the hybrid vould not in g<meral be identical, it was 
necessary to adjust the equalizing attenuators to produce zero output, indicated 
fcy the galvanometer.
Having adjusted the bridge as explained above to give zero synchronous 
detector output for equal comparator hybrid outputs, the waveguide switches were 
set so that the device was in circuit and the blocking attenuator set to its 
minimum. The gain compensating attenuator prior to the device under examination 
had previously been set to counteract the gain of the device so that approximately 
equal signal levels were available at the input arms of the second hybrid junction. 
The phase changers in the reference arm were then adjusted to give zero indication 
on the galvanometer. The waveguide switches were then reset to insert the 
calibrated phase changers in circuit in place of the active device, and without 
changing the setting of the reference phase changers the calibrated phase changers 
in the measuring arm were adjusted to restore zero on the galvanometer. Under 
these conditions, the phase change in the branch between the waveguide switches 
containing the calibrated phase changer was equal to the phase change in the branch 
containing the device under measurement and the passive elements in the amplifier 
connecting circuitry. The total phase angle is in fact the measured phase angle 
plus a constant (at a given frequency) for the guide connections to the precision 
p£tase changer, plus mil, where m is an integer including zero and depends upon the 
microwave circuit of the individual device under consideration. However in this , 
experiment we were only concerned with the change in phase of the amplifier as a 
fraction of input power level and hence knowledge of the absolute value of phase 
due to the amplifier was not necessary. To avoid errors in null setting due to 
non-identical power level characteristics of the backward diode detectors, the 
equalizing procedure was carried out before every phase measurement. Small 
fluctuations in the characteristics of the active devices reduced the accuracy of 
the measured incremental phase change with level to an average of about ± 1.0°. 
Following the procedure outlined above, the phase versus input power character­
istics of the various amplifiers under discussion have been measured and the 
derivative of the phase-power characteristic is computed. The accuracy of the 
bridge for measuring phase was verified by comparing the derivative of the measured 
phase-frequency characteristics of the t.w.t. and the parametric amplifier with that 
of the group delay measured by an independent dynamic method. The relevant 
parameters involved in the calculation of the cross-modulation ratio are shown (zJLn*j
Device
Measuring i
Frequency j
:
!
1 dB Gain 
Compression Point
Measured A.M.-P.M. ■
Transfer Co off. K 
P
at 1 dB gain 
Compression Point
i
Measured j 
Power Gain Slope |
)
T.W.T. 3 , 9 2 5  MHz ! - 4 0  dBm 2 0 1 5  d e g / d B 0 . 0 5 5  dB/MHz |
T.D.A. « - 4 6  dBm 1 0 • ro 0 . 0 7  " j
Parametric 
| Amplifier
h
t 1
- 3 0  dBm 0 c 9  " j 0.06 "
!
!
Cross-modulation ratios have been calculated as a function of baseband modulating 
frequency for three different input carrier levels and the results are shown in 
Pig, 2. With nominal gain slope in the passband and operating the device within 
the dynamic range, the cross modulation ratio due to a.ma-p0m. conversion is 
tolerable* However, with a device where gain slope is excessive, the maximum 
carrier level should be at least 10 dB below the 1 aB gain compression point. 
Acknowledgement is made to the Senior Director of Engineering of the Post Office 
to make use of the information contained in this letter,,
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